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Systems Biology (system-level understanding in biological science), from the physical-chemical point of view, is involved with irreversible thermodynamics and nonlinear kinetic theory of open systems which are founded on nonequilibrium statistical mechanics. We describe a modern thermo-statistical approach for dealing with complex systems, in particular biological systems. We consider the case of a very peculiar complex behavior in open boson systems sufficiently away, from equilibrium, which appear to have large relevance in the functioning of biological systems. This is, on the one hand, the so-called Fröhlich-Bose-Einstein-like condensation leading in steady-state conditions to the emergence of a particular case of quantum-large-scale coherent ordering, of the type of a self-organizing-synergetic dissipative structure. Moreover, additional complexity emerges in the form of propagation, in this condensate, of signals (information) consisting of nearly undamped and undistorted, long-distance propagating, solitary waves (the pseudoparticle soliton). It can be accompanied by a so-called Fröhlich-Cherenkov cone of emission of polar vibrations, and it is also possible the formation of metastable states of the form of the so-called bioelectrets. These are phenomena apparently working in biological processes, which are presently gaining relevant status on the basis of eventually providing a large-scale quantum-coherent behavior in cytoskeletons of neurons and the conscious (non-computational) activity in the brain. Emphasis is centered on the quantum-mechanical-statistical irreversible thermodynamics of these open systems, and the informational characteristics of the phenomena. Ways for their experimental evidencing are pointed out and discussed.

1 On the role of physics in biology

What is Biophysics? For us, life is the most important phenomenon in Nature. It is also very complex, and in order to understand life and living processes several branches of science are needed. Biophysics uses biological and physical concepts for the study of life. One of the greatest physicist of the twentieth century, Erwin Schrödinger, wrote a beautiful little book which he named What is life? [1]. Though this book is now outdated in can be read with benefit by the modern scientist. Not only Physics but specially Biochemistry are essential to answer the question. So today, Biophysics is understood as a broad interdisciplinary area encompassing Biology, Physics, Biochemistry, mathematical and computational modelling, Theory of Information, and others. It is thus a very rich part of modern science with tremendous opportunities for basic and applied research. Physicists occasionally used models, intuitive theories and techniques to describe biology and life sciences. But also in the past, biologists, physicians, pharmacologists and other life scientists, rarely looked for physical concepts and instrumentation to help solve their problems. Until the mid-twentieth century Biology has been largely a descriptive field. It is only in the last half of the XX century that this gave place to a more complete, integrated approach, in which we can talk about Biophysics as an independent branch of Science [2].

A recent article in Science [3] had the seemingly taunting title of “Physicists advance into Biology”, and a subtitle indicating that “physicists are […] hoping that their mechanistic approach will yield new insight into biological systems”: Both statements are open to questioning. The first one because there appears not to be an “invasion”, but more precisely a “miscigenation” of sciences developing at the last decades of the second millennium and now going through the beginning of the XXI century. This has been foresighted and clearly stated by the renowned Nobel-Prize laureate Werner Heisenberg, who in 1970, in an article on the Wednesday October 6th. issue of the Süddeutsche Zeitung, wrote that “the characteristic feature of the coming development will surely consists in the unification of science, the conquest of the boundaries that have grown up historically between the different individual disciplines” [4]. In a sense this implies in a kind of “Renaissance” in the direction of an Aristotelian global philosophy of Natural Sciences. Even more interesting is the statement in the subtitle in [3], concerning the interdisciplinary aspects of Physics and Biology. What is most relevant to a theoretical physical approach to Biology is not the usual reductionist-mechanist-deterministic scheme of Physics, but an emerging scheme at a holistic-dynamicist-stochastic level. Citing the Nobel-Prize laureate Ilya Prigogine in a book in collaboration with Isabelle Stengers [5], “science centered around
the basic conviction that at some level the world is simple and is governed by time-reversible fundamental laws. Today this appears as an excessive simplification. We may compare it to reduce buildings to piles of bricks [...] it is on the level of the building as a whole that we apprehend it as a creature of time, as a product of a culture, a society, a style.” Moreover, Prigogine and Nicolis [6] wrote that “physics has emphasized stability and permanence. We now see that, at best, such qualification applies only to very limited aspects. Wherever we look, we discover evolutionary processes leading to diversification and increasing complexity.” Prigogine and the so-called Brussels’s school of thought, are among the pioneers of the nowadays referred-to as the highly interdisciplinary science of complexity. Complexity is regarded to be part of a frontier field in the particular science of Physics [7]. It is considered that the 1972 article in Science [8] by the Nobel-Prize laureate Philip W. Anderson constitutes one of the main “Manifests” on the subject (see also references [7-14]). Complex behavior in matter is nowadays a subject attracting an increasing interest. Complex Systems are not merely complicated (even though they could), but characterized by the fact of displaying highly coherent behavior involving the collective organization in a vast number of constituent elements. It is said that it is one of the universal miracles of Nature that huge assemblages of particles, subject only to the blind forces of nature, are nevertheless capable of organizing themselves into patterns of cooperative activity [7]. Complex behavior in matter can only arise in the nonlinear domain of the theory of dynamical systems [one of its founders being L. von Bertalanffy in the thirties [9]], since in the linear domain the principle of superposition of states cannot give rise to any unexpected behavior of a synergetic character. For thermodynamic systems, as the biological ones, coherent behavior is only possible in the nonlinear regime far from equilibrium, once in the linear (also referred as Onsagerian) regime around equilibrium synergetic organization is inhibited according to Prigogine’s theorem of minimum entropy production [6, 10]. Systems Biology — as a branch of Dynamical Systems in Bertalanffy’s style — deals with the problems of organization, with phenomena not resolvable into molecular or macromolecular events, and the dynamic interactions leading to complex functioning in living organisms. From the physico-chemical point of view it involves the irreversible thermodynamics of open systems and nonlinear kinetic theory, as already noticed. It has been stated that, system-level understanding has been a recurrent theme in biological science, gaining ample interest nowadays (see, eg. [15]) as becoming “fed” with basic information provided by the exploding molecular biology. Hence, there is now a golden opportunity for system-level analysis to be grounded in molecular-level understanding resulting in a continuous spectrum of knowledge, and while an understanding of genes and proteins continues to be important, the focus is on understanding the structure and dynamics of biological systems. [16]

Biological systems are complex systems by antononymia, displaying an enormous variety of physico-chemical processes. Therefore, as it is the case, they present an also enormous number of rich and noticeable phenomena on the morphological, biochemical, biophysical, biomechanical, etc., levels. It ought to be emphasized that living organism are open systems driven (generally far) away from equilibrium and, then, the relevant area of Biophysics for their study is that of the nonlinear irreversible thermodynamics of open systems and its microscopic foundations (at the classical or quantal, nonlinear, memory-dependent, non-local, etc., levels) provided by nonequilibrium nonlinear statistical mechanics. These disciplines, irreversible thermodynamics of open systems and statistical mechanics of arbitrarily far-from-equilibrium systems, even though initiated in the XIX century by the great names of Boltzmann, Maxwell, and Gibbs, have been marred by conceptual and practical difficulties, but have recently shown vigorous development.

It is certainly a truism to say that the complicate heterogeneous spatial structure and functioning (temporal evolution) of living organisms, starting with the individual cell, set down quite difficult problems at the biophysical and biochemical levels of Biology. In recent decades a good amount of effort has in particular been devoted to some physico-chemical aspects of biosystems, like, how to increase our knowledge of the chemical composition of life forms; to determine the structure of macromolecules, proteins, etc. (as noted in [3], understanding of structure is the first vital step, without which any further analysis run aground); to determine the reactions that lead to processes of sintetization of multiple components; to understand the mechanisms and codes required to determine the structure of proteins; and so on. Moreover, as already noticed, to consider living systems at the biophysical level we must be well aware of the fact that we are dealing with macroscopic open systems in nonequilibrium conditions. In other words, we observe macroscopic organization — at the spatial, temporal and functional levels — of the microscopic components of the system, namely, molecules, atoms, radicals, ions, electrons. The macroscopic behavior is of course correlated to the details of the microscopic structure. However, it must be further emphasized that this does not mean that knowing the microscopic details and their mechanistic laws, the reductionist scheme shall reveal the interesting macroscopic properties. Not only — as it is well known — is the number of microscopic states so huge that cannot be handled out, but still more important, and fundamental, is the relevant fact that macroscopic properties are expressed in terms of concepts that do not belong in mechanics, which are collective macroscopic effects. Hence, as already pointed out above, reductionist and deterministic methods of mechanics must be superseded — or, better to say, extended — to build a macrophysics, holistic in the sense of collective, and with both deterministic and chance characteristics. Some attempts in such direction have been developed with the introduction of approaches like Prigogine’s dissipative structures [11], Fröhlich macroconcepts [12], Haken synergetics [13] and computer-modelling [17].

Which may be the theoretical approach in Physics to carry on a program to deal with at the microscopic as well as, at the same time, the all important, macroscopic levels of biosystems and their synergetic aspects? During the last
decades this question concerning the theoretical description of the macroscopic behavior of dissipative open many-body systems in arbitrarily far-from-equilibrium conditions has been encompassed in a seemingly powerful, concise, and elegant formalism, established on sound basic principles. This is a nonequilibrium statistical ensemble formalism, accompanied with a nonlinear quantum kinetic theory, a response function theory for systems arbitrarily away from equilibrium, a statistical thermodynamics for dissipative systems, and a higher-order generalized hydrodynamics. This is the formalism used for the study of complex behavior in biological systems, mainly the so-called Föhrlich’s effect and some other accompanying phenomena, as the long-distance propagation of nearly undamped and undistorted signals.

The formalism is based on a particular kind of scientific inference and the Bayesian approach to probability theory. According to Philip Anderson [18] the latter appears to be the most appropriate to use in science since it provides the degree of confidence that is consistent with keeping the idea that a proposition is correct when based on the fact to accept that other conditioning propositions are true: “These statistics are the correct way to do inductive reasoning from necessarily imperfect experimental data.” This approach may be considered as an emerging paradigm in science, in the sense of the words of E. T. Jaynes that Science is information organized in a particular way. In the case of the natural sciences we can cite Jaynes [19]: “How shall we best think about Nature and most efficiently predict her behavior, given only our incomplete knowledge? […] we need to see it, not as an example of the N-body equations of motion, but as an example of the logic of scientific inference, which by-passes all the details by going directly from our macroscopic information to the best macroscopic predictions that can be made from that information […] Predictive Statistical Mechanics is not a physical theory, but a method of reasoning that accomplishes this by finding, not the particular things that the equations of motion say in any particular case, but the general things that they say, in ‘almost-all’ cases consistent with our information, for those are the reproducible things.” Evidently, there remain quite difficult points to be cleared up, mainly how to determine in which extension this information depends on us, or up to what degree it is a “property” of Nature, or, better to say, of dynamical systems in general. Again, according to Jaynes, the question as to how the theoretically valid and pragmatically useful ways to apply Probability Theory in science was faced by Sir Harold Jeffreys [20, 21], in the sense that he stated the general philosophy of what scientific inference is, and proceeded to develop a mathematical theory and its implementations. At the beginning of his book on Probability theory, Jeffreys maintains that the fundamental problem of scientific progress and a fundamental one of everyday life, is that of learning from experience. Knowledge obtained in this way is partly merely description of what we have already observed, but partly consists of making inferences from past experience to predict future experiences.

As already noticed, the nonequilibrium statistical ensemble formalism allows for the construction of a nonlinear quantum transport theory of a large scope and a response function theory for far-from-equilibrium systems. It also provides a thermodynamics of irreversible processes, dubbed as Informational Statistical Thermodynamics (IST; sometimes referred-to as Information-theoretic Thermodynamics). This IST was apparently pioneered by Hobson [22] after the publication of Jaynes’ seminal articles on the information-theoretic foundations of Statistical Mechanisms [23, 24]. This irreversible statistical thermodynamics provides the foundations for the treatment of dissipative open macrosystems away (either near or far) from equilibrium [25]. This is the situation of biosystems, a result of the evident general feature that to function they require to have energy available which is provided by metabolic processes, that is, the open biosystem “feeds” on this energy and is driven away from equilibrium. A quite fundamental point is that the evolution of the system has associated a nonlinear kinetics. From the point of view of the macroscopic physics here involved (irreversible thermodynamics and kinetic theory), it consists in providing the description of nontrivial nonlinear effects that change in time and space and are maintained by means of a continuous energy supply.

We have already stressed the fact that the nonlinearity of the equations that describe the evolution in time of the macroscopic properties of the system is of fundamental relevance, and the source for complex behavior in matter. Complexity manifests itself in different situations involving this nonlinear domain of dynamical systems theory, and two relevant aspects are the nowadays fashionable deterministic chaos and self-organization in dissipative systems. This latter type of complex behavior in macroscopic system is the one that could apparently have enormous relevance in biosystems, in what is related to the origin of life, its function, and evolution. Two questions naturally arise concerning complex behavior in matter: (1) Which is the microscopic origin of complexity?, and (2) How can we deal theoretically with complex systems and be able to perform their rigorous analysis?

Here we describe an application of these ideas to a particular case of complex behavior in biosystems, with eventual large relevance in biopolymers (e.g. \(\alpha\)-chains in proteins), membranes, and microtubules in neuronal cells and its eventual connection with consciousness as proposed by Roger Penrose [26]. Hence, and in conclusion of this Section, we may state that the results to be described, resulting from a promising particularly successful marriage of nonlinear nonequilibrium Statistical Thermodynamics and Biology, lead us to paraphrase Herbert Föhrlich saying that it is particularly auspicious to see that biological systems may display complex behavior describable in terms of appropriate physical concepts.

2 General Considerations on Complexity in Boson Systems

More than thirty years have elapsed since the renowned late Herbert Föhrlich first presented his concept of long-range coherence in biological systems [27], a question presently in a process of strong revival providing an attractive and rel-
evant field of research in Physics and Biology. According to Fröhlich, biophysical systems possessing longitudinal electric vibrational modes may display, under appropriate conditions, a collective phenomenon akin to a Bose-Einstein condensation — not in equilibrium but as a complex behavior consisting in the emergence of a dissipative structure in Prigogine’s sense [11]. Fröhlich’s results are based on the idea that active biological systems are open and very far from equilibrium and have considerable amounts of energy available, through metabolic processes, that cause non-linear changes in molecules and larger biological subsystems. In “Life as a Collective Phenomena” [28], F. Fröhlich (Herbert’s son) expressed that if one thinks without preconceptions of collective phenomena in which the discrete constitutive individuals are modified in their behavior, and indeed in their constituting a large collective group where the whole is more than and different from a simple addition of its parts, living organisms would seem to be the ideal example. Such a hypothesis of biological explanation in terms of long-range coherence was originally suggested by Fröhlich at the first meeting of L’Institut de la Vie in 1967 [27].

In Fröhlich model vibrational-polar modes are excited by a continuous supply of energy pumped by an external source, while these modes interact with the surrounding medium acting as a thermal bath. The interplay of these two effects — pumping of energy subtracting entropy from the system and dissipative internal effects adding entropy to the system —, may lead to the emergence of complex behavior in the system consisting in what can be called Fröhlich effect: Provided the energy supply is sufficiently large compared with the energy loss, the system attains a stationary state in which the energy that feeds the polar modes is channelled into the modes with the lowest frequencies. The latter largely increase their populations at the expenses of the other higher-in-frequency modes, in a way reminescent of a Bose-Einstein condensation [29]. This highly excited subset of modes may exhibit long-range phase correlations of an electret type [30].

Fröhlich’s synchronous large-scale collective oscillations imply in intercellular microwave emissions which would constitute a non-chemical and non-thermal interaction between cells. These oscillations could therefore be revealed by detection of emissions of GHz or THz radiation. Such electromagnetic signals are of extremely low magnitude and the receiver technology to measure them was not available during Fröhlich’s time. It is only now that the predicted signals could be detected by adapting technology that has been developed for space and astrophysical research. Hence, a whole new area of biophysics is now ready for investigation [31].

Earlier experiments looking after Fröhlich effect were not conclusive, but now — as notice above — a ‘second generation’ of experiments are becoming available. They require further improvement, but already some preliminary results are encouraging [31]: Some evidence of a non-thermal influence of coherent microwave radiation on the genome conformational state in E. coli has been reported, which may indicate that chromosomal DNA could be the target of mm microwave irradiation within this system. Also low intensity microwave irradiation of leukocytes results in a significant increase in biophoton emission in the optical range, the origin of which is thought to involve DNA. Also it is worth noticing the possible influence of the concept of biocoherence on the very particular dipolar system which is water. It can be considered the possibility that biological water might itself support coherent dipolar excitations extending over mesoscopic regions; thus water, instead of being a passive space-filling solvent would be raised to an important singular position whose full significance has yet to be elucidated.

Nonbiological implications of Fröhlich effect could also be far-reaching. It can be mentioned some connection with homeopathy and atmospheric aerosol physics [31]. Regarding the latter, sunlight-pumped Fröhlich-like coherent excitations may play a role in producing anomalies in the spectrum of light absorption [32]. At this point we may mention a public safety concern, namely, the influence and eventual deleterious effects of mobile phones in close proximity to the head of the user as a result of the action of microwaves on the biological material.

Moreover, we call the attention to an important additional aspect of Fröhlich effect in connection with the long-range propagation of signals in biological and nonbiological materials. Such signals are wavepackets consisting of Schrödinger-Davydov solitons [33] which are a dynamical consequence of the same nonlinearities which are responsible for Fröhlich effect. It can be shown that the solitary wave which, in biological as well as nonbiological systems, is strongly damped as a result of the usual dissipative effects, may propagate with weak decay travelling long distances when moving in the background provided by a steady-state Fröhlich’s condensate [34]. There already exist cases where theory is seemingly validated by experiment. One in the medical area of diagnosis, ultrasound imaging, is related not to Fröhlich effect in polar vibrational systems, but in acoustical vibrational ones. Fröhlich effect can also follow in the latter case with the pumping source being an antennae emitting ultrasound signals. A Davydov soliton, differently of the regular dispersive sound wave, travels long distances nearly unaltered, what can be of particular interest for improving detection in ultrasonography [35]. An interesting additional complex behavior follows, consisting in that when the soliton propagates with a velocity larger than that of the group velocity of the normal vibrational modes there follows a phenomenon akin to Cherenkov effect in radiation theory, namely a large emission of phonons in two symmetric cones centered on the soliton; this allows to interpret the so-called X-waves in ultrasonography as this Fröhlich-Cherenkov effect [35]. In what regards nonbiological materials, we first notice the case of the molecular polymer acetylilide — which is a good mimic of certain biopolymers — where Davydov soliton is evidenced in the infrared absorption spectrum. In this case is open to the experimenter to look for an indirect verification of formation of Fröhlich condensate, determining the lifetime of the soliton (obtained via the Raman spectrum linewidth) when submitting the polar vibrational oscillations (the CO-stretching or Amide-I modes) to the action of an external pumping source (e.g. in-
frared radiation) covering the frequencies of the dispersion relation of the vibrational modes [34].

Other example where Fröhlich’s condensation and Davydov’s soliton appear to be present is the case of the so-called ‘Excitoner’, meaning stimulated coherent emission of excitons created by random excitations, in a situation similar to the case of photons in a laser [36, 37]. In this case excitons, created in a semiconductor by an intense pulse of laser radiation, travel through the sample as a packet and are detected on the back of the sample. A weak signal in normal conditions of thermal excitation is largely enhanced when the system is pumped by a continuous external source of infrared radiation. The theory suggests the formation of a nonthermally excited Fröhlich condensate of excitons where a weakly damped Schrödinger-Davydov soliton is created, whose shape is in very good agreement with the experimental observation [38]. In summary, boson systems away from equilibrium may show a particularly noticeable complex behavior — Fröhlich effect; Davydov soliton; eventually Fröhlich-Cherenkov effect —, and the ‘Excitoner’, citing D. Snoke [36], is a phenomenon which may provide a new kind of light source, but only time and imagination can tell what new applications may arise from this novel effect.

Besides all these earlier aspects of Fröhlich’s effect, quite recently there has been attempts to link it to a, say, quantum theory and the brain (see chapter 7 in Ref. [26]). Roger Penrose argues that computational procedures alone cannot adequately explain all the operational manifestations of human conscious understanding. It would be necessary to look for something different as the appropriate type of controlling mechanism — at least in the case of synaptic changes that might have some relevance to actual conscious activity. Such non-computational action must be the result of some reasonable large-scale quantum-coherent phenomenon, coupled in some subtle way to macroscopic behavior. As a first step, we must look for a genuine role for quantum coherence in cytoskeletal activity. Specifically, it would be required that there would be large-scale quantum-coherent behavior — of the like of the proposal put forward by Fröhlich — occurring within the microtubules in the cytoskeleton of neurons. The suggestion is that this quantum activity should be non-computationally linked to a computational-like action (as for example argued by Hameroff et al. [39, 40]) taking place along microtubules (see Prologue in Ref. [26]).

Hence, Fröhlich’s original ideas that such large-scale quantum states would be likely to occur in cell membranes, can be now extended — and perhaps more plausibly — introducing the possibility of presenting themselves in the microtubules, where then we can seek for coherent quantum behavior of this kind.

On the basis of this it appears to be appropriate to have an in-depth analysis of Fröhlich-Bose-Einstein-like condensation. This is so not only for the microscopic quantum mechanical aspects involved but, mainly, for the macroscopic aspects, that is to say, the particular nonequilibrium thermodynamics associated to the complex behavior of the open boson system providing the substrate for the phenomenon to occur. We must recall the quite important fact that biological systems are material systems which are open and working, in general, in far-from-equilibrium thermodynamic conditions.

Moreover, some additional related aspects of this complex system are present, which can give rise to associated phenomena of large relevance in biological systems, and mainly in the brain. They are the following:

1. Presence of ordered water (or biological water), which has extreme dielectric properties.

2. Formation of an ordered state of charge-density waves of the kind of an electret state.

3. The question of propagation of signals (information) at long distances, which possible in Fröhlich condensate, consisting of nearly undamped and undistorted Schrödinger-Davydov solitons.

4. Preferentially-directed emission of vibrational motion in a Fröhlich-Cherenkov cone.

Let us make some general previous comments on this, before proceeding with a review of results concerning the statistical thermodynamics of this engaging set of phenomena.

2.1 Biological water.

According to Penrose[26], “There is in the case of microtubules another matter of interest here, and this concerns the very nature of water. The tubes themselves appear to be empty — a curious and possibly significant fact in itself — if we are looking to these tubes to provide for us the controlled conditions favorable to some kind of collective quantum oscillations. “Empty,” here, means that they essentially contain just water (without even dissolved ions). We might think that “water,” with its randomly moving molecules, is not a sufficiently organized kind of structure for quantum-coherent oscillations to be likely to occur. However, the water that is found in cells is not at all like the ordinary water that is found in the oceans — disordered, with molecules tumbling oscillations. “Empty,” here, means that they essentially contain just water (without even dissolved ions). We might think that “water,” with its randomly moving molecules, is not a sufficiently organized kind of structure for quantum-coherent oscillations to be likely to occur. However, the water that is found in cells is not at all like the ordinary water that is found in the oceans — disordered, with molecules moving about in an incoherent random way. Some of it and it is a controversial matter how much — exists in an ordered state. Such an ordered state of water may extend some 3 nm or more outwards from cytoskeletal surfaces. It seems not unreasonable to suppose that the water inside the microtubules is also of an ordered nature, and this would strongly favor the possibility of quantum-coherent oscillations within, or in relation to, these tubes.”

2.2 The electret state

It has been conjectured the association of Fröhlich effect with the emergence of an induced ferroelectric metastable state of the electret type [30, 41]. We recall that an electret is a piece of dielectric material exhibiting quasi-permanent electrical charges. The term “quasi-permanent” meaning that the time constants characteristics for the decay of the charge are much larger than the time periods over which studies are performed with the electret.
Charge and polarization storage via the electret state has now been found in many biomaterials, where may have an important role in fundamental biophysical phenomena, as well as in biomedical applications. An important aspect of electret research in biophysics is that water bound to biopolymers in the so-called structured form (also called bound water or biowater) may also be induced into an electret state. The presence of electret states in biomaterials, mainly in biopolymers, seems to justify the usage of the term bioelectret.

It is worth noticing that the first electret was made with a material of biological origin, namely, carnauba wax from the carnauba palm tree of Brazil. This was the material originally used by Eguchi [42] to verify experimentally the theoretical proposal of Heaviside [43], who coined the name electret. Extensive pioneering investigations were due to Gross [44], and electret research gradually moved to involve many materials. Later on moved to the field of materials of biological origin like proteins, and the picture emerged that the electret effect may in fact be a universal property of biopolymers in general such as polypeptides, polynucleotides, polysacharides, etc. We are here adding to these possibilities the cytoskeleton.

2.3 Propagation of signals

The same nonlinearity in the kinetic equations, which are responsible for the complex behavior consisting of Fröhlich effect, give rise to the existence of a particular kind of excitation in this systems, namely, the Schrödinger-Davydov soliton. This is a quite convenient source for the propagation of signals, with the particular characteristic of being wholly reconstructed without distortion after collision processes.

Soliton is the name coined to describe a pulse-like nonlinear wave (the solitary wave referred to above) which emerges from a collision with a similar pulse having unchanged shape or speed. Its relevance in applied sciences has been described in a 1973 review paper by A. C. Scott et al. [45].

The original category of solitary waves consists in the one observed by the Scottish engineer Scott-Russell in August 1834 in an English water channel, and reported in a 1844 meeting of the British Society for the Advancement of Science [46]. During the second half of this century many other types of solitary waves have been associated with a number of physical situations in condensed matter physics. Several, seemingly, have a fundamental role in important technological areas of large relevance for contemporary society. Among them we may highlight the case of doped or- dinary polymers with very large conductivity for, e.g., use in very light — almost two-dimensional (sheets) — batteries [47, 48, 49], and the case of propagation of light in optical fibers [50]. Another example is that of the so-called Davydov’s solitons [33, 51], which may have a quite relevant role in bioenergetics.

Davydov’s theory has received plenty of attention, and a long list of results published up to the first half of 1992 are discussed in a comprehensive review due to A. C. Scott [52]. As pointed out in that review, one question concern-
Figure 1. An atomic model of the α-helix structure in a protein and a rough description of the mechanical model we used (After Ref. [29]).

For the quantum-mechanical statistical thermodynamic study of Fröhlich effect, whose results are reviewed here, we have resorted to an informational statistical thermodynamics based on the Nonequilibrium Statistical Operator Method (NESOM) [55-59]. Besides providing microscopic foundations to phenomenological irreversible thermodynamics NESOM, also allows for the construction of a nonlinear generalized quantum transport theory — a far-reaching generalization of Chapman-Enskog’s and Mori’s methods — which describes the evolution of the system at the macroscopic level in arbitrary nonequilibrium situations [60, 61, 62]. A most appropriated construction of the nonequilibrium ensemble formalism is based on a variational approach, consisting in the determination of the nonequilibrium statistical operator by means of Jaynes’ principle of maximization of the quantity of uncertainty of information (of Information Theory), usually referred to as maximization of the informational entropy (MaxEnt for short). Thus from now on we will call the formalism as MaxEnt-NESOM, which is extensively described and discussed in Ref. [58] (see also Refs. [57] and [59]).

The next step consists in the choice, within the tenets of MaxEnt-NESOM, of the basic set of dynamical variables relevant for the present problem. Since we are dealing with excitation of vibrations in modes \( \hat{q} \) (with energy \( h\omega_0 \)), we need to introduce the number of excitations in each mode, \( \hat{\nu}_\nu = \hat{a}_\nu \hat{a}^\dagger_\nu \). The quantities \( a_\nu \) (\( a^\dagger_\nu \)) are as usual the annihilation (creation) operators of, respectively, normal-mode vibrations in the system and bath in mode \( \hat{q} \).

Moreover, once the formation of a coherent state is expected (Davydov’s soliton), we must consider the field amplitudes \( a_\nu \) and \( a^\dagger_\nu \). Finally, since the thermal bath is taken as remaining constantly in a stationary state at a temperature \( T_0 \), via an efficient homeostatic mechanism, we introduce its Hamiltonian, \( H_B \). The average of these quantities over the NESOM nonequilibrium ensemble constitutes the basic set of macrovariables, which we call

\[
\{ \nu_\nu(t), \langle a^{\dagger}_\nu(t) \rangle, \langle a_\nu(t) \rangle, E_B \},
\]

that is, they define Gibbs’s space of nonequilibrium thermodynamic states. This is the thermodynamic state space in Informational Statistical Thermodynamics (IST for short) [25].

The basic thermodynamic macrovariables are then given by

\[
\begin{align}
\nu_\nu(t) &= \text{Tr} \{ \hat{\nu}_\nu \varrho(t) \} ; \\
\langle a^{\dagger}_\nu(t) \rangle &= \text{Tr} \{ a^{\dagger}_\nu \varrho(t) \} ; \\
\langle a_\nu(t) \rangle &= \langle a^{\dagger}_\nu(t) \rangle^* = \text{Tr} \{ a^\dagger_\nu \varrho(t) \} ; \\
E_B &= \text{Tr} \{ \hat{H}_B \varrho(t) \},
\end{align}
\]

where \( \varrho(t) \) is the nonequilibrium statistical operator in the present case, including the time-dependent part associated with the nonequilibrium macrostate of the system of interest (which is evolving in time) and the time constant canonical distribution of the bath in equilibrium at temperature \( T_0 \). Hence \( E_B \) is time independent since it depends only on the latter; \( \text{Tr} \) indicates as usual the trace operation.

We recall that the nonequilibrium thermodynamic state of the system, which is characterized by the set of macrovariables of Eqs. (2), can also — alternatively and completely — be characterized by the Lagrange multipliers that the variational MaxEnt-NESOM introduces. They constitute a set of intensive nonequilibrium thermodynamic variables, which we designate by

\[
\{ F_\nu(t), f_\nu(t), f^*_\nu(t), \beta_\nu \},
\]

where \( \beta_\nu = (k_B T_0)^{-1} \), since the thermal bath remains in a stationary state at fixed temperature \( T_0 \), \( k_B \) is Boltzmann universal constant. The nonequilibrium statistical operator depends on the dynamical variables \( \hat{\nu}_\nu, a_\nu, a^{\dagger}_\nu \), and \( \hat{H}_{\nu B} \) (the latter being the Hamiltonian of the stationary thermal bath) and on the Lagrange multipliers (nonequilibrium intensive thermodynamic variables) of Eq. (3).

Let us now consider the equations of evolution for the basic variables. Since \( \beta_\nu \) is assumed to be constant in time, and so is \( E_B \), we are simply left to calculate the equations of evolution for the population of the vibrational modes, \( \nu_\nu(t) \), and of the amplitude \( \langle a^{\dagger}_\nu(t) \rangle \) and its complex conjugate. As noticed, these equations are derived resorting to the nonlinear quantum generalized transport theory that the MaxEnt-NESOM provides. It was introduced as an approximate treatment, however appropriate for the present case since the anharmonic interactions are weak, consisting the so-called second-order approximation in relaxation theory, SOART for short [60]. It is usually referred to as the quasi-linear theory of relaxation [63], which is a Markovian approximation involving only the second order in the interaction strengths [60].

The calculation shows that, because of the symmetry properties of the system and the selected choice of basic
variables, several contributions in MaxEnt-NESOM-SOART vanish in this case: The surviving ones correspond to the Golden Rule of quantum mechanics averaged over the non-equilibrium ensemble \[29\]. In compact form, the one for the population is

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \nu_{\vec{q}}(t) = I_{\vec{q}} + \sum_{j=1}^{5} J_{q_{1j}}(t) + \zeta_{\vec{q}}(t),
\]

where the first term on the right hand side is the one associated with the pumping source, where \(I_{\vec{q}}\) is then the rate of population increase that it generates, the five collision operators \(J_{q_{1j}}(t)\) are those arising out of the anharmonic interactions. The first two terms correspond to collisional events involving a single polar vibration and two of the bath, and give rise to a pure dissipative term which takes the form

\[
J_{\vec{q}_{1j}}(t) + J_{\vec{q}_{1j}}(t) = -\frac{1}{\tau_{\vec{q}}} \left[ \nu_{\vec{q}}(t) - \nu_{\vec{q}}^{(0)} \right],
\]

where \(\nu_{\vec{q}}^{(0)}\) is the population in equilibrium at temperature \(T_{0}\), and \(\tau_{\vec{q}}\) plays the role of a relaxation time. The other terms, \(J_{\vec{q}_{2j}}(t), J_{\vec{q}_{1j}}(t), J_{\vec{q}_{2j}}(t)\) are those which are nonlinear in the populations of the polar modes (and then can be the source of complexity). The first two are those responsible for the so-called Fröhlich effect, as a result that they account for, through the nonlinear terms, of the transfer of energy to the polar modes lowest in frequency. In fact, they contain nonlinear contributions proportional to

\[
\sum_{\vec{q}'} |V^{(2)}_{\vec{q}\vec{q}'}|^2 \nu_{\vec{q}'}(t) \nu_{\vec{q}}(t) \left[ \delta(\Omega_{\vec{q}-\vec{q}'} - \omega_{\vec{q}}) - \delta(\Omega_{\vec{q}+\vec{q}'} - \omega_{\vec{q}} - \omega_{\vec{q}'}) \right],
\]

where \(V^{(2)}_{\vec{q}\vec{q}'}\) is the matrix element for the interaction (coupling strength), and we may notice that for modes \(\vec{q}'\) such that \(\omega_{\vec{q}'} > \omega_{\vec{q}}\) the energy conservation as required by the first delta function is satisfied, while this is not possible for the second. Hence, this nonlinear contribution tends to increase the population in mode \(\vec{q}'\) at the expenses of the other modes higher in frequency. Reciprocally, for \(\omega_{\vec{q}} < \omega_{\vec{q}'}\), the mode \(\vec{q}'\) transfers energy to the modes lower in frequency. Moreover, in Eq. (4) the term \(\zeta_{\vec{q}}(t)\) acts as a source coupling the populations of the vibrational modes to the amplitudes of the expected coherent excitation (Davydov’s soliton as shown a posteriori).

On the other hand, the equations of evolution for the field amplitudes are

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \langle a_{\vec{q}} | t \rangle = -i \tilde{\omega}_{\vec{q}} \langle a_{\vec{q}} | t \rangle - \Gamma_{\vec{q}} \langle a_{\vec{q}} | t \rangle + \Gamma_{\vec{q}} \langle a_{\vec{q}} | t \rangle^* - iW_{\vec{q}} \langle a_{\vec{q}} | t \rangle^* + \sum_{\vec{q}_1, \vec{q}_2} R_{\vec{q}_1, \vec{q}_2} \langle a_{\vec{q}_1} | t \rangle \langle a_{\vec{q}_2}^\dagger | t \rangle \left( \langle a_{\vec{q}+\vec{q}_1-\vec{q}_2} | t \rangle + \langle a_{\vec{q}_1+\vec{q}_2-\vec{q}} | t \rangle \right),
\]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \langle a_{\vec{q}}^\dagger | t \rangle = \text{c.c. of the r.h.s. of Eq. (7a)},
\]

where \(\tilde{\omega}_{\vec{q}} = \omega_{\vec{q}} + W_{\vec{q}}, W_{\vec{q}}\) is a term of renormalization of frequency which will not be of interest in the following analysis, and the lengthy expression for \(R_{\vec{q}_1, \vec{q}_2}\) is given elsewhere \[53\] (its detailed expression is unnecessary for the analysis here). Finally, \(\Gamma_{\vec{q}}(t)\), which has a quite relevant role in what follows, is given by

\[
\Gamma_{\vec{q}}(t) = \frac{1}{2} \tau_{\vec{q}}^{-1} + 4\pi \sum_{\vec{q}'} \left| V^{(2)}_{\vec{q}\vec{q}'} \right|^2 \left[ 1 + \nu_{\vec{q}} + \nu_{\vec{q}+\vec{q}} \right] \delta(\Omega_{\vec{q}+\vec{q}'} + \omega_{\vec{q}} - \omega_{\vec{q}'} - \omega_{\vec{q}})
\]

\[
- 4\pi \sum_{\vec{q}'} \left| V^{(2)}_{\vec{q}\vec{q}'} \right|^2 \left[ \nu_{\vec{q}'} - \nu_{\vec{q}+\vec{q}'} \right] \delta(\Omega_{\vec{q}-\vec{q}'} - \omega_{\vec{q}} + \omega_{\vec{q}'} - \omega_{\vec{q}})
\]

\[
+ 4\pi \sum_{\vec{q}'} \left| V^{(2)}_{\vec{q}\vec{q}'} \right|^2 \left[ \nu_{\vec{q}} - \nu_{\vec{q}+\vec{q}'} \right] \delta(\Omega_{\vec{q}+\vec{q}'} - \omega_{\vec{q}} - \omega_{\vec{q}'} - \omega_{\vec{q}}).
\]
where \( \nu_B^{\vec{p}} \) is the population of the phonons of the thermal bath in mode \( \vec{p} \).

The coupled equations (7) contain linear and tri-linear terms. Ignoring the latter, the resulting linearized equation has as solutions the normal damped wave motion, proceeding with a renormalized frequency \( \tilde{\omega}_{\vec{q} \sigma} \) and lifetime \( \Gamma_{\vec{q}} \). The complete equations, i.e. including the nonlinear terms, are of the Davydov’s soliton type, but with damping, or more precisely, are nonlinear damped Schrödinger-like equations [45, 64].

The presentation above has clearly evidenced the presence in the kinetic equations for the populations of the polar modes of the nonlinearities which are responsible for Fröhlich’s effect. Let us better characterize this. We recall the results of Refs. [29] and [65]: conservation of energy and momentum in the collisional events leads to the relevant fact that the polar modes are coupled in bundles involving a certain small number of modes; such number depends on the physical parameters of the system. Figure 2 illustrates a particular case when twelve modes are coupled (those six and other six symmetrical in Brillouin zone). It is clear the emergence of Fröhlich’s effect at a (scaled) intensity of the external source of roughly \( 10^4 \); the mode at the lowest frequency with population, \( \nu_1 \), greatly increases (note that the scale is logarithmic) at the expenses of the other modes higher in frequency. Here \( \lambda \) is an open parameter measuring the intensity of the nonlinear coupling in the kinetic equations (for illustration we took \( \lambda = 1 \)).
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Figure 2. Populations of a set of modes in the steady state under a constant pumping intensity \( I \).

Evidently, there exist a large number of sets of twelve modes repeating this behavior, and then there is a collection of modes, those at the low frequency side of the frequency dispersion spectrum, which grow largely at the expenses of all the other modes in Brillouin zone. This is shown in Fig. 3, for a scaled intensity of the pumping source of \( 2.6 \times 10^5 \); i.e. (see Fig. 2) above the threshold for the onset of Fröhlich’s effect. For comparison we have drawn the case (diamond-line) when the nonlinear coupling is switched off and clearly is observed a normal behavior of similar increase in all the populations.
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Figure 3. Populations of the modes in the steady state for \( I = 2.6 \times 10^5 \), compared with the case of absence of nonlinear interactions.

In terms of the Lagrange multipliers of Eq. (4), the population in each mode \( \vec{q} \) is given by

\[
\nu_{\vec{q}}(t) = [\exp\{F_{\vec{q}}(t)\} - 1]^{-1} + |f_{\vec{q}}(t)|^2/F_{\vec{q}}(t), \tag{9}
\]

composed of a main contribution (resembling a Planck-like distribution) plus another one related to the amplitudes (\( \langle |\alpha_{\vec{q}}(t)|^2 \rangle \)) and small.

Now, the Lagrange parameter \( F_{\vec{q}}(t) \) (intensive nonequilibrium thermodynamic variable) can alternatively be written in either of two forms, namely

\[
F_{\vec{q}}(t) = \beta_0 [\hbar \omega_{\vec{q}} - \mu_{\vec{q}}(t)], \tag{10}
\]

introducing a so-called quasi-chemical potential per mode \( \mu_{\vec{q}}(t) \), as done by Landsberg [66] and Fröhlich [27], and where \( \beta_0 = 1/k_BT_0 \), or

\[
F_{\vec{q}}(t) = \beta_1(t) \hbar \omega_{\vec{q}} = \frac{\hbar \omega_{\vec{q}}}{k_BT_0^2(t)}, \tag{11}
\]

introducing a quasitemperature per mode as it is done in the physics of semiconductors [67, 68] and in radiation theory [69].
senting in Fig. 4 the evolution in time of the quasitemperature of these modes, which keeps increasing until the steady state sets in. It is clear the large increase (note that the scale is logarithmic) of the quasitemperature of the mode lowest in frequency in the set. On the other hand, in Fig. 5 is presented the evolution in time of the quasi-chemical potentials, showing that \( \mu_1 \) tends to a steady-state value that comes quite near to the frequency \( \omega_1 \) (tends to it as the intensity of the source goes to infinity); hence, it ought to be noticed that the quasi-chemical potential does not coincide with the lowest frequency and therefore there is not a true analogy with a Bose-Einstein condensation. Thus, to refer Fröhlich’s effect as a Bose-Einstein-like condensation is a kind of freedom of speech.

Having thus clearly characterized Fröhlich’s effect in the context of a NESOM-based nonlinear quantum kinetic theory, we proceed to describe the relevant associated phenomenon of solitary waves propagation.

4 Undamped and Undeformed Signals

We consider now the propagation of coherent signals in Fröhlich’s condensate, that is proceeding to the analysis of the equations of evolution for the polar modes amplitudes, as given by Eqs. (7a) and (7b).

We introduce a representation in direct space, defining the averaged (over the nonequilibrium ensemble) field operator

\[
\psi(x, t) = \sum_{q} \langle a_{\vec{q}} | t \rangle e^{i q x}.
\]

for linear propagation along the, say, \( x \) direction in bulk or along the one-dimensional polymer. At this point we consider a first type of analysis, specifying the vibrational modes as being of the class of longitudinal polar-modes we have been considering. Their frequency dispersion relation can be approximated (to a good degree of accuracy) by the parabolic-law \( \omega_{\vec{q}} = \omega_0 - \alpha q^2 \), where \( \omega_0 \) and \( \alpha \) are constants, standing for the frequency at the zone center (the maximum one) and the curvature at this centre, respectively. Next, using Eqs. (7), after neglecting the coupling terms with the conjugated amplitude (what can be shown to be the case when we introduce from the outset a truncated Hamiltonian in the so-called Rotating Wave Approximation [70]), it follows that the average field amplitude satisfies the equation

\[
\frac{i \hbar}{\partial t} \psi(x, t) = (\hbar \omega_0 + \hbar \alpha \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2}) \psi(x, t) - \mathrm{i} \hbar \int_0^L \frac{dx'}{L} \Gamma(x - x') \psi(x', t) + \\
\int_0^L \frac{dx'}{L} \int_0^L \frac{dx''}{L} R(x - x', x - x'') \psi(x', t) \psi(x'', t) \psi^*(x, t),
\]

where

\[
\Gamma(x - x') = \frac{\Gamma_0}{\sqrt{2\pi \hbar}} e^{-\frac{(x - x')^2}{2\hbar}}.
\]

\[
R(x - x', x - x'') = \frac{R_0}{\sqrt{2\pi \hbar}} e^{-\frac{(x - x')^2}{2\hbar}} e^{-\frac{(x - x'')^2}{2\hbar}}.
\]
where \( \Gamma \) and \( R \) are the back-transforms to direct space of \( \Gamma_{\vec{q}} \) in Eq. (8) and \( R_{\vec{q}_s, \vec{q}_s} \) in Eq. (7a), and \( L \) is the length of the sample. Moreover, we have a time-independent population \( \nu_0 \) that is, according to Eq. (4) it is either the equilibrium distribution at temperature \( T_0 \) when no external pumping source is present \( \text{(i.e. } I_{\vec{q}}(\omega_0) = 0 \text{)} \), or when in the presence of a constant pumping source leading, after a short transient has elapsed, to a steady state.

Equation (13) is a nonlinear Schrödinger-type equation with damping [64]. Introducing a local approximation, that is, neglecting space correlations, after using the expressions

\[
R(x - x', x - x'') = hG\delta(x - x')\delta(x - x'')(14a)
\]

\[
\Gamma(x - x') = \gamma_s\delta(x - x'), \quad (14b)
\]

it follows that Eq. (13) becomes

\[
\psi(x, t) = A \exp \left\{ i \left[ \frac{\nu}{2\alpha} x - (\omega_s - i\gamma_s) t - \frac{\theta}{2} \right] \right\} \text{sech} \left[ A \left( \frac{|G|}{2\alpha} \right)^{1/2} (x - vt) \right], \quad (16)
\]

where \( \gamma_s \) is, evidently, the reciprocal lifetime of the excitation (taking \( \gamma_s = 0 \) and \( \omega_0 = 0 \), Eq. (16) is the expression for Davydov’s soliton in its original version [33, 51], and we used \( G = |G|e^{i\theta} \). Moreover,

\[
\omega_s = \omega_0 - \frac{\nu^2}{4\alpha} + \frac{|G|A^2}{2}, \quad (17)
\]

is the reciprocal period of the solitary wave and \( A \) and \( \nu \) are an amplitude and a velocity of propagation fixed by the initial condition of excitation imposed by the source.

Hence, it is proved the possible presence of Davydov’s solitons in polymers, like the \( \alpha \)-helix protein in biological matter, but, we stress, of a damped character. The mechanism for the formation of the soliton is in this case interpreted as follows [52]: Vibrational energy of the CO-stretching (Amide-I) oscillators that is localized on the quasi-periodic helix acts — through a phonon coupling effect — to distort the structure of the helix. The helical distortion reacts — again through phonon coupling — to trap the Amide-I oscillation and prevents its dispersion in a self-trapping-like process.

Let us consider the experimental observation of this excitation. As already noticed, experimental observation is difficult in active biological materials. A way around this difficulty consists into the experimental study of polymers whose vibronic characteristics resemble those of biopolymers, and a quite favorable one is actinidilide. Experiments of infrared absorption in actinidilide showed an “anomalous” band in the IR spectrum, which was ascribed to a Davydov’s soliton [72], and later on reproduced in other experiments, and also observed in Raman scattering experiments [73, 74, 75, 76, 77].

We analyzed the experiment of Careri et al. [72], resorting to a response function theory consistently derived in the framework of MaxEnt-NESOM [57, 78, 79]. Without going

\[
i \frac{\partial \psi(x, t)}{\partial t} - (\omega_0 - i\gamma_s) \psi(x, t)
\]

\[
-\alpha \frac{\partial^2 \psi(x, t)}{\partial x^2} \psi(x, t) - G|\psi(x, t)|^2 \psi(x, t) = 0, \quad (15)
\]

Equations (7) and (15) are of the form of the equations derived by Davydov in an alternative way, but the present thermodynamic treatment is clearly showing the presence of damping effects. In equilibrium conditions at temperature \( 300 \text{~K} \), the damping constants have values corresponding to lifetimes in the order of a few picoseconds. For the case of a Gaussian signal impinged at the beginning of the polymer chain, which can be approximated to a good degree of accuracy by a hyperbolic secant shape, and next using the Inverse Scattering Method [71] it is obtained the solution into details (see [34, 80]), the absorbance in the region of the CO-stretching mode has the expression

\[
\alpha(\omega) = \alpha_n(\omega) + \alpha_s(\omega), \quad (18)
\]

which describes two bands: one centered around \( \omega_0 \) the frequency of the normal mode, \( \bar{q} \) being equal to the IR-photon wave-vector) and with intensity proportional to the population in equilibrium \( \nu_0 \) at temperature \( T_0 \), since no external pump is present \( [I_{\vec{q}} = 0 \text{ in Eq. (4)}] \) and the other is centered around \( \omega_s \), the frequency of the soliton. The band widths are \( \gamma_n = \tau_0^{-1} \) and \( \gamma_s = \tau_0^{-1} + A(|G|/2\alpha)^{1/2} \), where \( \tau_0^{-1} \) is the one of Eq. (5), for \( \bar{q} \) near the zone center. Let us consider the experiments of reference [72], and take, for example, the case of \( T_0 = 80 \text{~K} \); on the basis of the red shift of the band due to the soliton in relation to the normal CO-stretching band, that is, \( \omega_0 - \omega_s \approx 16 \text{~cm}^{-1} \) and that \( \gamma_n - \gamma_s \approx 3.6 \text{~cm}^{-1} \), we find that \( A(|G|/2\alpha)^{1/2} \approx 2.3 \times 10^6 \text{~cm}^{-1} \) and \( \nu \approx 3 \times 10^4 \text{~cm}^{-1} \). The calculated spectra is shown as a full line in the lower part of Fig. 6, while the dots are experimental points, evidencing a satisfactory agreement; in this figure are also shown the spectra corresponding to \( T_0 = 50 \text{~K} \) and 20 K, where again there is a good agreement between theory and experiment.

In Fig. 7 it is shown the propagation of the energy accompanying the soliton (proportional to \( |\psi(x, t)|^2 \)) along a few picoseconds after the application of the initial Gaussian-like excitation. It is clearly evidenced the conservation of the shape characteristic of the soliton, but accompanied, as already described, with a decay in amplitude in the picosecond range. Hence, a pulse signal impinged on the system would be carried a few micrometers, since the velocity of propagation is \( \approx 3 \times 10^4 \text{~cm~s}^{-1} \).
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Figure 6. Infrared absorption spectra in acetanilide for three different values of temperature. Dotted curve is from the experimental data of reference [37], and the full curve the calculation in NESOM-based response function theory.

Figure 7. Optical vibrations: Profile of the soliton energy (proportional to $|\psi(x, t)|^2$) along a few picoseconds after application of the initial Gaussian-like perturbation (in the experimental conditions reported in Ref. [37] for $T = 80$ K).

However, the situation may be substantially modified if the excitation propagates in a nonequilibrium background, namely the one provided by the presence of a constant pumping source $I_\vec{q} \neq 0$ in Eq. (4) leading the system to a steady state, with populations, say, $\bar{\nu}_\vec{q}$, constant in time but much larger than the population in equilibrium, particularly in the Fröhlich’s condensate described in the previous Section. As we have seen the solitary wave is a wave packet formed in terms of the amplitudes $\langle a_\vec{q}(t) \rangle$, as indicated by Eq. (12), which follows the equation of evolution, Eq. (7), whose solution is Eq. (16). But Eq. (16) is a consequence of the Eq. (7a) for the amplitudes, where we can see that is present a damping with a characteristic lifetime $1/\Gamma_{\vec{q}}$, given by Eq. (8). But it has a peculiar form, i.e. it is composed of a relaxation time $\tau_\vec{q}$ (associated to the decay of the polar vibrations producing thermal agitation in the surrounding media) plus a contribution associated to the presence of the nonlinear coupling terms in the equations of evolution. They depend on the populations of the polar modes and have the very peculiar characteristic that for the modes in the condensate, with increasing populations the quantity $1/\Gamma_{\vec{q}}$ decreases and then the lifetime of these modes increases. On the contrary, for the “normal” modes $1/\Gamma_{\vec{q}}$ increases and then the lifetime of these modes decreases.

It is quite interesting to note a close connection with Fröhlich’s effect, in the sense that in the steady state, the population of the polar modes is given by

$$\bar{\nu}_\vec{q} \simeq N_{\vec{q}}/2\Gamma_{\vec{q}},$$

and precisely the fact that $1/\Gamma_{\vec{q}}$ decreases (and tends to zero with increasing intensity of the pumping source) for the modes in the condensate, these modes largely grow. Using the “two fluid” model suggested by Fig. 3, that is neglecting the minor differences between both types of modes with different $\vec{q}$, we can estimate the reciprocal of the lifetimes for the modes in the condensate (index one) and in the “normal” fluid (index nought) in terms of the intensity of the source, what is shown in Fig. 8 (notice the logarithmic scale).

Hence, we can write Eq. (12) as

$$\psi(x, t) = \sum_{\vec{q} \in R_1} (a_{\vec{q}}(t)e^{i\vec{q}x} + \sum_{\vec{q} \in R_0} (a_{\vec{q}}(t)e^{i\vec{q}x},$$

where $R_1$ refers to the modes in the condensate and $R_0$ in the “normal” fluid. But beyond the threshold for emergence of Fröhlich’s effect the contribution from the modes in $R_0$ decay rapidly (pico- to subpico-second scales), surviving with a very long lifetime the contribution of the modes in $R_1$. Therefore, the soliton is composed of an undefined wavepacket of these modes with a very long lifetime, i.e. that $\Gamma_{\vec{q}} \to 0$ in Eq. (16).

Therefore we do have the quite relevant result that once Fröhlich’s condensate has been established, signals can propagate along systems showing such complex behavior (a macroscopic quantum-coherent state) as nearly undamped — and then traversing long distances — and unaltered — that is they are neither deformed nor, more important, modified while crossing other signals. This is illustrated in Fig. 9.
the application of the exciting pulse has elapsed, there survive for a long time the contributions from the modes lowest in frequency, a survival time that keeps increasing as the intensity $S$ increases. This implies that it may be expected that an excitation composed by a coherent interplay of the low-lying-in frequency excited polar (optical) modes in biopolymers, may propagate in the form of a Davydov solitary wave traveling undeformed and nearly undamped while Fröhlich’s condensate state is maintained.

5 Fröhlich’s Effect in Non-polar Modes

So far we have considered propagation of vibronic waves in biological media, but restricted to the case of polar modes. We briefly consider next the case of longitudinal acoustic modes. For that purpose we return to Eqs. (4), where now we take into account that the dispersion relation $\omega_0$ is, for acoustic-like vibrations, $s\nu_s$, where $s$ is the velocity of sound in the media, this meaning that we are using a Debye model. Using this dispersion relation, and the Ansatz that the excitation is expected to be a closed-packet solitary wave, we arrive at the equivalent of Eq. (16), in this case acquiring the expression

$$i \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \psi(x, t) + \frac{\hbar}{2M_s} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} \psi(x, t) + i\gamma_s \psi(x, t)$$

$$-G_s|\psi(x, t)|^2\psi(x, t) = 0$$

(21)

as shown in [54], with $M_S$ being a parameter with dimensions of mass. Evidently, this Eq. (21) is formally identical with Eq. (16) if in the latter we take $\omega_0 = 0$ and, of course with the coefficients being those corresponding to this case of L.A (longitudinal acoustic) vibrations. However, a remarkable difference may be noticed, namely, while in Eq. (15) the coefficient in front of the second derivative in space is determined, through $\alpha$, by the bandwidth of the LO (longitudinal optical) vibrations dispersion relation, in this case, as shown in Ref. [54], it depends through the pseudo-mass $M_s$ on the characteristics of the experiment, that is, depends on the width of the solitary wave packet which is determined by the initial condition. The solution for a given hyperbolic secant-profile signal impinged on the system, say, the same as in the previous subsection, is given by

$$\psi(x, t) = \mathcal{A} \exp \left\{ i \left[ \frac{M_s}{\hbar} x - i\nu_s t - \frac{\theta}{2} \right] \right\}$$

$$\text{sech} \left\{ \mathcal{A} \left( \frac{|G_s|M_s}{\hbar} \right)^{1/2} (x - vt) \right\},$$

(22)

where

$$\nu_s = \frac{|G_s|A^2}{2} - \frac{M_s v^2}{4\hbar},$$

(23)

We reiterate then that the relevant point to be stressed is that Fröhlich effect and Davydov soliton are phenomena arising out of the same nonlinear kinetic effects that are present in Eq. (4) for the populations $\nu_\mathbf{q}(t)$, and in Eq. (8) for the reciprocal lifetimes $\Gamma_\mathbf{q}$. We stress once again that as a consequence of the fact that, because of Fröhlich effect, the population of the modes lowest in frequency largely increase, concomitantly their lifetime also largely increases (i.e. their reciprocal lifetime $\Gamma_\mathbf{q}$ in Eq. (8) largely decreases), while for the modes at intermediate to high frequencies their lifetime largely decreases (their reciprocal lifetime $\Gamma_\mathbf{q}$ largely increases), as already illustrated in Fig. 8 [53]. Hence, in the expression for the average field amplitude of Eq. (12), after a fraction of picosecond following the application of the exciting pulse has elapsed, there survive for a long time the contributions from the modes lowest in frequency, a survival time that keeps increasing as the intensity $S$ increases. This implies that it may be expected that an excitation composed by a coherent interplay of the low-lying-in frequency excited polar (optical) modes in biopolymers, may propagate in the form of a Davydov solitary wave traveling undeformed and nearly undamped while Fröhlich’s condensate state is maintained.
As in the case of LO vibrations, the “acoustic” solitary wave is damped, and one may wonder if, as in the case of the “optical” solitary wave, this lifetime may be largely extended by the action of nonlinear kinetic terms enhanced by the pumping of energy on the system. We reconsider Eqs. (4), now specialized for the LA vibrations, and look for the stationary states when a constant exciting source is continuously applied [54].

To perform numerical calculations we choose a set of parameters in a typical order of magnitude approximation. We take for the Bril- louin end-zone wavenumber \( q_B = 3.14 \times 10^5 \) cm\(^{-1} \), \( \omega q = s q \) with \( s = 1.8 \times 10^5 \) cm s\(^{-1} \), \( \Omega q = s_B q \) with \( s_B = 1.4 \times 10^5 \) cm s\(^{-1} \) (that is, Debye frequency-dispersion relations for both the system, \( \omega q \), and the bath, \( \Omega q \)). Moreover, the matrix elements \( V^{(1)} \) and \( V^{(2)} \) are proportional to the square roots of the wavenumbers [80], say \( V^{(1,2)} = K^{(1,2)} [q_i |q_j] [q_i - q_j] \frac{1}{2} \), and \( K^{(1)} \) is determined from a typical value of 10 ps for the lifetime \( \tau q \) in Eq. (5) (for any system it can be determined from the linewidth in Raman scattering experiments). An open parameter \( \lambda = |K^{(2)}/K^{(1)}|^2 \) is introduced, and finally, \( L \), the length of the sample in the direction of propagation is taken as 10 cm. Therefore, the permitted wavenumbers for propagation of vibrations are contained in the interval \( \pi/L \leq q \leq q_B \). For these characteristic values it follows that, because of energy and momentum conservation in the scattering events, the set of equations of evolution, Eqs. (4), which in principle couple all modes among themselves, can be separated into independent sets each one having nine modes. For example, taking the mode with the lowest wavenumber \( \pi/L \), the set to which it belongs contains the modes \( \kappa^{n-1} \pi/L \), where \( \kappa = (s + s_B)/(s - s_B) = 8 \) in this case, and \( n = 2, 3, \ldots, 9 \). Let us call \( \nu_1, \ldots, \nu_9 \) the corresponding populations, having frequencies \( \omega_1 = 5.6 \times 10^4 \) Hz, \( \omega_2 = 4.5 \times 10^5 \) Hz, \( \omega_3 = 3.6 \times 10^6 \) Hz, \( \omega_4 = 2.9 \times 10^7 \) Hz, \( \omega_5 = 2.3 \times 10^8 \) Hz, \( \omega_6 = 1.8 \times 10^9 \) Hz, \( \omega_7 = 1.5 \times 10^{10} \) Hz, \( \omega_8 = 1.2 \times 10^{11} \) Hz, \( \omega_9 = 9.5 \times 10^{11} \) Hz. Moreover, for illustration, the open parameter \( \lambda \) is taken equal to 1, and we consider that only the modes 2 and 3 (in the ultrasonic region) are pumped with the same constant intensity \( S = I \bar{\tau} \), where \( I_2 = I_3 = I \), and \( I_1 \) and \( I_n \) with \( n = 4, \ldots, 9 \) are null, and \( \bar{\tau} \) is a characteristic time used for scaling purposes (as in [29]) here equal to 0.17 s. The results are shown in Fig. 10, where it is evident the large enhancement of the population in the mode lowest in frequency \( (\nu_1) \), for \( S_0 \approx 10^{13} \), at the expenses of the two pumped modes \( \nu_2 \) and \( \nu_3 \), while the modes \( \nu_4 \) to \( \nu_9 \) (higher in frequency) are practically unaltered.

The emergence of Fröhlich effect is clearly evidenced for this case of acoustical vibrations: In fact, pumping of the modes in a restricted ultrasonic band (in the present case in the interval \( 4.5 \times 10^5 \) Hz \( \leq \omega \leq 2.8 \times 10^7 \) Hz), leads at sufficiently high intensity of excitation to the transmission of the pumped energy in these modes to those with lower frequencies \( (\omega < \omega_2) \), while those with larger frequencies \( (\omega > 2.8 \times 10^7 \) Hz) remain in near equilibrium, as shown in Fig. 11. It may be noticed that for the given value of \( \bar{\tau} \), for \( S = 10^{21} \), the flux power provided by the external source, in the given interval of ultrasound frequencies being excited, is of the order of milliwatts. Modes in the interval \( 5.6 \times 10^4 \leq \omega \leq 4.5 \times 10^5 \), those lowest in frequency, have large populations in comparison with those higher in frequency.

We can see then that there follows a close analogy with the case of polar vibrations, which is reinforced by the fact that the lifetime of the modes in the condensate also largely
Figure 12. Acoustic vibrations: The lifetime of the same modes as in Fig. 11, in terms of the intensity of the pumping source (after [54]).

Figure 13. The quasi-temperature, defined in Eq. (36) for the modes in Fig. 10.

Figure 14. The quasi-chemical potential of the modes labeled 1 to 3 in Fig. 11, with mode 1 corresponding to the one with the lowest frequency in the given set: it is evident the emergence of a “Bose-Einstein-like condensation” for S approaching a critical value of 10^{19}.

6 Fröhlich-Cherenkov Effect

Considering either an “optical” or an “acoustical” soliton of the Davydov type respectively described in the previous sections, we recall that the amplitude and the velocity of propagation are determined by the initial condition of excitation (that is, the energy and the momentum transferred in the process of interaction with the external source). For example, in the case of the acetanilide we have considered in section 4, and in the conditions of the experiment of Careri et al. [72], the velocity of propagation is larger than the group velocity of the phonons in the optical branch corresponding to the CO-stretching vibrations, which is small because the dispersion relation is flat.

When the soliton velocity of propagation, say \( v \), is larger than the group velocity of the normal vibrations, (the velocity of sound \( s \) when the acoustical modes are involved), then along a cone whose axis is along the electric field, and

Something similar is present in the case of phonons in the photoinjected plasma in semiconductors in the presence of an electric field: when the drift velocity \( v \) of the carriers exceeds the group velocity of the \( \vec{q} \)-mode optical phonon, then along a cone whose axis is along the electric field, and
with an aperture with angle $\theta_{q}$ defined by
\[ \cos \theta = \omega_{q}/v_{q} , \] (24)
there follows a large emission of $\hat{q}$-mode optical phonons [84].

This is also the case when the soliton, either optical or acoustical, travels in bulk with a velocity $v$ larger than the group velocity of the normal vibronic waves. This is described elsewhere [54], and next we briefly outline the results. Inspection of Eq. (5) tells us that the presence of the direct coupling to the external source $I_{q}$ tends to increase the population of phonons. But, as already noticed, because of Fröhlich effect, such pumped energy tends to concentrate in the modes lowest in frequency, those at the Brillouin zone boundary in the case of optical vibrations and around the zone center in the case of acoustic vibrations.

Take the case of acoustic phonons, when there should be a large increase in the population of the modes with very small wavenumber. A straightforward calculation of Eq. (2a) leads to the result that (cf. Eq. (9) for LO phonons)
\[ \nu_{q}(t) = [e^{\gamma_{q}(t)} - 1]^{-1} + \frac{|f_{q}(t)|^{2}}{F_{q}} . \] (25)

Evidently, in the absence of the perturbation, that is, $I_{q} = 0$ and $\langle a_{q} \rangle = 0$ and then $f_{q} = 0$, it follows that
\[ F_{q}(t) = \hbar s q/k_{B}T_{0} , \] and we recover the usual Planck distribution in equilibrium. In the presence of the perturbation we need to obtain both $F_{q}(t)$ and $f_{q}(t)$.

On the one hand, a direct calculation tell us that
\[ |f_{q}(t)|^{2} = |\langle a_{q} \rangle|^{2} \approx \int_{L}^{k} dx \left| \psi(x,t) \right|^{2} \approx \left( A^{2}w^{2}/L^{2} \right) \nu v \gamma_{q}^{-1} , \] (26)
after using Eqs. (20) and (22) [54], and, we recall, under a sufficiently intense excitation $\gamma_{s}$ is small and then

where
\[ \cos \eta_{q} = \frac{s}{v} \left[ 1 - \frac{k_{B}T_{0}}{\hbar s q} \ln(1 + \nu q - |\langle a_{q} \rangle|^{2}^{-1}) \right] = \frac{s}{v} \left[ 1 - \frac{T_{0}}{T_{q}} \right] . \] (27)

These results imply in this case in a phenomenon of a peculiar character which we call Fröhlich-Cherenkov-effect. In fact, we note, first, that there follows a large enhancement of phonons in mode $\hat{q}$ for $\mu_{q}$ approaching $\hbar s q$, and second, the linear motion of the soliton defines a particular direction, the one given by its velocity of propagation $\vec{v}$. Therefore, there is a preferential direction of production of vibrational waves determined by the condition
\[ \hbar s q \approx \hbar v q \cos \eta_{q} = \mu_{q} , \] (33)
what implies in that
\[ \cos \eta_{q} = \frac{s}{v} . \] (34)
Equation (33) defines the direction of propagation $\vec{q}$ of the longitudinal vibration and its modulus. Since $\eta_\vec{q}$ depends only on the modulus of $\vec{q}$, there follow two Cherenkov-like privileged directions of emission of $\vec{q}$-mode phonons, one forward and one backwards, like the normal and anomalous Cherenkov cones in radiation theory as illustrated in Fig. 15 adapted from [83]. In the present case both directions are symmetrical on both sides of the centre defined at each time by the position occupied by the soliton. This may account for the observed so-called X-waves [35, 87, 88]. In Fig. 16 is illustrated the cases of propagation of the normal sound wave (upper figure) and of the, presumably, solitary wave-packet selectively excited by the transducer (lower figure) with velocity larger than the sound velocity in the medium. The figure has appeared in [88]. Given the angle $\eta_\vec{q}$ (called the axicon angle in [35]), then $v$ is larger than $s$ in the percentage $[(v / \cos \eta_\vec{q}) - s] / v$. Same arguments are valid for the case of the optical soliton, when $\nabla \omega q$ (the group velocity of the normal mode) enters in place of $s$. In the case of Fig. 16, a rough estimate gives $\eta \sim 13^\circ$ and $v_s / s \sim 1.02$, that is, the velocity of propagation of the soliton, $v$, is roughly 2% larger than the velocity of sound in the medium.

7 Evidencing Fröhlich’s Effect

In the Introduction we have already mentioned some instances of experiments which could be indicative of the existence of Fröhlich’s effect. We here suggest two others, one of them in fact already performed, where the evidencing of Fröhlich’s effect would be indirect, in the sense that what is observed is the Shrödinger-Davydov soliton which is propagating in Fröhlich’s condensate. In this case — as we have discussed previously — the solitary wave largely enhances its lifetime.

Consider the measurement of absorbance in acetonilide, see Fig. 6, where it is evidenced the absorption band corresponding to the soliton. It has a certain bandwidth corresponding to the inverse of its lifetime in equilibrium at a given temperature $T_0$. But according to the results already presented, in the presence of an external pumping source the lifetime of the soliton, propagating in Fröhlich’s condensate, largely increases, and then, there would follow a stretching of the band width in the absorption spectrum. The band width would further and further decrease when the intensity of the pumping source is augmented beyond the threshold for the onset of Fröhlich’s effect.

If we consider the case of acetonilide excited by, for example, the pumping of electromagnetic radiation in the infrared region corresponding to the vibrations of the CO-stretching mode, it would be expected modifications, with increasing pumping intensity, as shown in Fig. 17.

But a case where this phenomenon seems to have already been evidenced is in the already mentioned experiments associated to the so-called “excitoner” [36, 37, 38]. In this case complex behavior occurs not in a system of vibrational modes, but in a system of boson-like particles as are the excitons in semiconductors.

Recently it has been evidenced the phenomenon of stimulated amplification of low energy exciton populations (SALEEP for short in what follows; the term ‘excitoner’ has been coined for this phenomenon on the basis of the resulting amplification of a cloud of coherent excitons using random excitons, much as a laser beam can be amplified with incoherent photons) [36, 37]. The experiment consists in that a laser beam pulse incident on the sample front produces a gas of excitons, a.c.w. laser pumps energy on this photoinjected excitons, and a packet of them is detected on the other side of the platelet. We have presented [38] a theoretical analysis of the phenomenon on the basis of a nonequilibrium ensemble formalism for statistical thermodynamics, the one used in analyzing Fröhlich’s effect and Shrödinger-Davydov soliton in previous sections. The equations of evolution for the populations of excitons in the away-from-equilibrium conditions are derived. They consist in a set of coupled nonlinear integro-differential equations which show that the phenomenon SLEEP is a particular manifestation of Fröhlich effect.

We do not here go into the details of the formalism.
and the derivation of the kinetic equations, because there is a complete equivalence with those presented in [29] — to which we refer the reader —, here only specifying the particular system under consideration. The Hamiltonian which describes this system is composed of the energy operator for the exciton gas, the lowest exciton state \((n = 1)\) is considered and the exciton energy dispersion relation is \(E_{1N} = -\hbar^2 k^2/2M\), with \(\hbar\) being the excitonic Rydberg \((\approx 100\) meV in \(\text{Cu}_2\text{O})\), \(k\) runs over the Brillouin zone, \(M\) is the mass of the exciton \((\approx 2m_0\) in \(\text{Cu}_2\text{O})\) and zero of energy is at the bottom of the conduction band. The exciton gas produced by the exciting ultrashort beam interacts with the lattice, and differently to the case of free carriers, the interaction with optical phonons can be disconsidered in comparison with the one associated with the acoustical phonons [89], the one we introduce; formally this contribution is the same as given in [29] once excitons enter in place of the polar vibrations. It is also included the interaction with the electromagnetic field of the c.w. laser and the one associated to spontaneous recombination effects (luminescence) [89]. Other interactions leading to relaxation effects are incorporated in the kinetic equations on a phenomenological basis. Once the Hamiltonian has been defined we need to introduce the statistical thermodynamic level of description, what we do along the same line as used for the study of vibrational modes in the previous sections. Hence, we introduce as basic variables the time-dependent exciton populations which we call \(\nu_k(t)\), and the energy of the acoustic phonons \(E_B(t)\) \((B\) for bath) with these phonons assumed to constantly remain in equilibrium with an external reservoir at temperature \(T_0\) \((2\) K in the experiment of Ref. [37]), and then \(E_B\) is time independent. The accompanying intensive nonequilibrium thermodynamic variables (Lagrange multipliers in the variational approach to MaxEnt-NESOM) are designated by \(F_k(t)\) and \(\beta_0 = (k_B T_0)^{-1}\) respectively, the latter being the reciprocal of the reservoir temperature since the thermal bath is described by a canonical distribution in equilibrium. Variables \(\nu\) and \(F\) are connected, once the corresponding calculations in MaxEnt-NESOM are performed, by

\[
\nu_k(t) = [e^{F_k(t)} - 1]^{-1},
\]

and one can choose [cf. Eq. (11)] to write

\[
F_k(t) = E_{1N}/k_B T_0(t),
\]

introducing the so-called quasi-temperature \(T_0\) per level, or, other choice can be [cf. Eq. (16)]

\[
F_k(t) = [E_{1N} - \mu_k(t)]/k_B T_0,
\]

introducing a quasi-chemical potential \(\mu_k(t)\) per level as proposed, for example, by H. Fröhlich [90] and P. T. Landsberg [66], in a quite similar way to the one done in the case of the lattice vibrations in the previous sections.

The equations of evolution for the mesoscopic variables \(\nu_k(t)\) are calculated in the MaxEnt-NESOM-based kinetic theory. They are quite similar to those in [29], given by

\[
\frac{d\nu_k(t)}{dt} = I_k - \frac{\nu_k(t)}{\tau_{kR}} - \frac{\nu_k(t)}{\tau_{kD}} - \frac{\nu_k(t)}{\tau_k} + \frac{8\pi}{\hbar^2} \sum_{k'} |V^{(2)}_{k,k'}|^2 \left[ \nu_{k'} (\nu_{k'} - \nu_k) \right] \frac{\delta (\Omega_{k,k'} - E_{1N} - E_{1N})}{|e_k - e_{k'}|} + \frac{8\pi}{\hbar^2} \sum_{k'} |V^{(2)}_{k,k'}|^2 \left[ \nu_{k'} (\nu_{k'} - \nu_k) \right] \frac{\delta (\Omega_{k,k'} - E_{1N} - E_{1N})}{|e_k - e_{k'}|},
\]

The fifth term is the contribution which is responsible for Fröhlich’s effect [cf. Eq. (6)] in far-from-equilibrium boson systems, in the present case for SALEEP. In fact, in Eq. (37) after some calculus it can be evidenced that it contains a nonlinear term of the form

\[
(1 - e^{\beta_0 (E_{1N} - E_{1N})}) \nu_k(t) \nu_k, (t),
\]

which for \(E_{1N} < E_{1N}\) is a pumping term enhancing the population of state \([1, \vec{k}]\) at the expenses of all others higher in energy. Reciprocally, for \(E_{1N} > E_{1N}\) it is a relaxation term implying in a transfer of energy from state \([1, \vec{k}]\) to states \([1, \vec{k}']\). Consequently, we must expect the emergence of Fröhlich’s effect, through a cascading-down process, leading to the result that the energy pumped on the system is concentrated in the modes lowest in energy, i.e. at the bot-
tom of the exciton band.

We illustrate numerically these results using parameters characteristic of Cu$_2$O, and the conditions of the experiment in Ref. [37]. Front sample is illuminated with a laser pulse with $\lambda = 532$ nm, 10 ns duration, and intensity $\approx 6.3$ MW cm$^{-2}$; it is imposed illumination by a c.w. laser with $\lambda = 605.4$ nm, and 4 W cm$^{-2}$ of power flux (at this wavelength the absorption coefficient is roughly 30 cm$^{-1}$). We also use for the mass of the exciton $M = 3m_0$, a static dielectric constant $\epsilon_0 = 10$ and the optical one $\epsilon_{\infty} = 4$. Moreover, we consider a nearly wavevector-independent relaxation time $\tau_k (\equiv \tau)$ in Eq. (37) which is used as a scaling parameter defining a scaled time $\tilde{t} = t/\tau$. Noting that the set of equations of evolution for the populations couple all the exciton states over the Brillouin zone, they have been solved computationally however introducing approximations consisting in a partition of the Brillouin zone in a finite and small number of spherical layers, and taking a similar behavior of the population in each interval of involved states. This is sufficient to characterize the results, introducing only eventual numerical deviations but this can be improved when comparison with future detailed experimental data may be attempted. This done, we present the results in Figs. 18 and 19. Figure 18 shows the evolution in time of two characteristic populations in the steady state over the Brillouin zone, they have been solved computationally however introducing approximations consisting in a partition of the Brillouin zone in a finite and small number of spherical layers, and taking a similar behavior of the population in each interval of involved states. This is sufficient to characterize the results, introducing only eventual numerical deviations but this can be improved when comparison with future detailed experimental data may be attempted. This done, we present the results in Figs. 18 and 19. Figure 18 shows the evolution in time of two characteristic populations in the steady state depending on the intensity $S = I\tau$ of the source, which we take as the same for each exciton state. We recall that $I$ times the excitonic Rydberg is a fraction — determined by the absorption coefficient — of the intensity $4$ W cm$^{-2}$ of the pumping c.w. laser. The mode labelled with index one corresponds to a low-lying-in-energy exciton, and index zero for an exciton higher in energy. In the inset is described the evolution of the quasi-chemical potential associated to $\nu_1$ [cf. Eq. (16) and (35b)], which we have written as $\mu_1 = \mu_1 - R_y$.

We once again stress that the quasi-chemical potential never coincides with the energy of the exciton state, i.e. $\mu_0$ is always negative and different from zero, but tends asymptotically to this value as the pumping intensity tends to infinity; hence a, say, strict Bose-Einstein-like condensation does not occur. What emerges is a large amplification of the populations over a certain region of the exciton states low in energy, constituting what we have already called Fröhlich condensate. It is worth noticing that also in this case we can see the presence of a kind of “two-fluid system”: excitons in the Fröhlich condensate (a “superphase”) and incoherent excitons in a “normal phase”, similarly to the situation shown by Fig. 3 in the case of optical vibrations.

Inamura and collaborators [93] developed a simplified modelling of the system, keeping only the presence of what we have called Fröhlich term in the equation of evolution for the populations of excitons. We can then say that this phenomenon which is considered a kind of Bose-Einstein condensation of excitons is, under a proper look, a particular manifestation of the decades-old Fröhlich’s effect, and therefore to its study can be applied all the results valid for the latter. In particular we call the attention to the two important associated novel phenomena previously described, namely that the nonlinear terms present in the kinetic equations, Eq. (37), are responsible for a complex behavior in far-from-equilibrium boson systems consisting, besides of Fröhlich’s effect, in the propagation of nearly undamped solitary waves of the Schrödinger-Davydov type. Here we recall the form of the reciprocal of the lifetime $\tilde{\tau}_p(t)$ of the modes composing the spatially constrained packet which is the soliton, namely, when given in units of $\tilde{\tau}$.
\[
\frac{\dot{\tau}}{\tau_{pk}(t)} = \frac{1}{2} + \frac{4\pi \bar{\tau}}{\hbar^2} \sum_{\vec{k}'} \left| V(2)_{\vec{k}\vec{k}'} \right|^2 \left[ 1 + \nu_{\vec{k}'} + \frac{\nu^B_{\vec{k} - \vec{k}'}}{\nu_{\vec{k}'}^2} \right] \delta(\Omega_{\vec{k} - \vec{k}'} + E_{1\vec{k}'} - E_{1\vec{k}}) + \frac{4\pi \bar{\tau}}{\hbar^2} \sum_{\vec{k}'} \left| V(2)_{\vec{k}\vec{k}'} \right|^2 \left[ \nu_{\vec{k}'} - \nu^B_{\vec{k} - \vec{k}'} \right] \delta(\Omega_{\vec{k} - \vec{k}'} - E_{1\vec{k}'} + E_{1\vec{k}}) .
\]

where \( \Omega_{\vec{k} - \vec{k}'} = s|\vec{k} - \vec{k}'| \) is the dispersion relation of the acoustic phonons, and \( \nu^B_{\vec{k} - \vec{k}'} \) their distribution in equilibrium at temperature \( T_0 \).

On the basis of these results, we can arrive to the conclusion that the packet of excitons flowing ballistically from the condensate (in Ref. [37] with a velocity of roughly \( 4.5 \times 10^5 \) cm/s) is an exciton-composed Schrödinger-Davydov soliton, something similar to what is the case in conducting polymers [48] when composed of carriers and in optical fibers [94] when composed of photons. This is reinforced by the fact that the amplitude of the signal, when the c.w. laser is present, is larger when compared with the one in its absence as reported in Ref. [37], what is consistent with the result that the lifetime of the soliton is increased with increasing levels of excitation as already discussed in connection with vibrations. Moreover, it can be shown that the profile of the signal in Ref. [37] is well fitted by a squared hyperbolic secant characteristic of Schrödinger-Davydov soliton as the one in Eq. (16), as shown in Fig. 20.

\[
\psi(x, t) = A \exp\{i[\kappa x - (\omega_0 \mp i\gamma_0)t] - \theta/2\} \text{sech}[W(\kappa x - vt)] ,
\]

where \( A \) is the amplitude; \( \omega_0 = A^2|G|/2 - \kappa v/4 \) is the frequency; \( v \) is the velocity of propagation; \( \gamma_0 \) is the nearly vanishing damping coefficient; \( \kappa = M v/h \) is the wavenumber; \( W = |A^2 M|G^2|/\hbar^2 \) and \( G = |G|e^{i\theta} \) is the nonlinear coupling strength, in complete analogy with the acoustic-phonon-composed solution discussed in the previous section. \( A \) and \( v \) are determined by the energy and momentum transferred by the impinging exciting photons.

Using Eq. (40), and that \( Wv \) is of the order of the width of the signal which is roughly \( 20.8 \text{ ms}^{-1} \), and \( A \approx 0.87 \), the strength in the nonlinear terms responsible for Fröhlich and Davydov phenomena can be estimated to be \( |G| \approx 2000 \text{ s}^{-1} \). We stress that the just described behavior of the system follows for a weak nonlinear kinetic term coupling excitons and thermal bath; this coupling strength and the amplitude of the signal are the only open parameters fixed by best fitting.

In conclusion we may say that the so-called “excitoner” can provide, in the way just described a verification of the existence of Fröhlich’s effect in boson systems governed by nonlinear kinetic laws.

**8 Informational and Thermodynamic Properties of Fröhlich’s Effect**

In the context of Informational-Statistical Thermodynamics (IST) [25], the relevant nonequilibrium thermodynamic state function is the quasientropy, or the informational-statistical entropy in Jaynes-Shannon sense, which more properly should be called the quantity of uncertainty of information. It is given in terms of the nonequilibrium statistical operator by

\[
S(t) = -\text{Tr}\{\varrho_{\tau}(t)\varrho_{\tau}(t)\ln \varrho_{\tau}(t)\} ,
\]

where \( \varrho_{\tau}(t) \) is a time-dependent projection operator (it is determined by the nonequilibrium state of the system at any
time \( t \), defined in Ref. [57], which has the property that
\[
\varphi_c(t) \ln \varphi_c(t) = \ln \varphi(t, 0) ,
\]
and we recall that \( \varphi_c(t) \) is the systems’ nonequilibrium statistical operator in Zubarev’s approach, and \( \varphi \) is the auxiliary (“instantaneously frozen”) statistical operator [57, 58]. The projection operator above projects any dynamical quantity on, at any time \( t \), the subspace of informational variables (or “relevant” subspace). Returning to the case of the system of Section 3, once we disregard the amplitudes in Eq. (4) we have that [65]
\[
\bar{S}(t) = -\text{Tr} \{ \varphi(t) \ln \varphi(t, 0) \} = \phi(t) + \sum_q F_q(t)\nu_q(t) + \beta_0 E_B ,
\]
where
\[
\phi(t) = \ln \text{Tr} \exp \left\{ -\sum_q F_q(t)\nu_q - \beta_0 H_0B \right\} \equiv \ln \bar{Z}(t)
\]
is the logarithm of a nonequilibrium partition function which we have called \( \bar{Z}(t) \).

It can be shown that this informational entropy has a particularly differentiated dependence on \( \lambda \) only after the onset of Fröhlich effect, i.e. for, roughly, \( I \sim 10^4 \), resulting [cf. Fig. 2] in that the informational entropy decreases for increasing values of \( \lambda \) (which, we recall, measures the strength of the nonlinear contribution responsible for the complex behavior of the system): this can be interpreted as some kind of increase in order, or of increase of information as a result of the formation of Fröhlich condensate. To characterize this point, we introduce the order parameter
\[
\Delta(\lambda) = \frac{S_{0s} - S_{ss}}{S_{0s}} ,
\]
where \( S_{0s} \) and \( S_{ss} \) are the entropies in the steady-state for \( \lambda = 0 \) and \( \lambda \neq 0 \), which is shown in Fig. 21, where it is evidenced the above mentioned characteristics.

Next we consider the function information-entropy production given by
\[
\bar{\sigma}(t) = \frac{d}{dt} \bar{S}(t) = \sum_q F_q(t)\frac{d\nu_q(t)}{dt} = \sum_q \frac{d\nu_q(t)}{dt} \ln \frac{\nu_q(t) + 1}{\nu_q(t)} ,
\]
where we have used Eq. (25) but for \( f_{\tilde{q}} = 0 \), and the fact that \( E_B \) does not change in time.

The production of informational entropy of Eq. (46), or IST-entropy production has two contributions:
\[
\bar{\sigma}(t) = \bar{\sigma}_i(t) + \bar{\sigma}_e(t) ,
\]
consisting of the so-called internal one, \( \bar{\sigma}_i(t) \), which results from the internal interactions in the system, and the external one, \( \bar{\sigma}_e(t) \), due to interactions with the surroundings, in this case with the source and the thermal reservoir. They are given by
\[
\bar{\sigma}_i(t) = \sum_q \left[ F_q(t) - \beta_0 \omega_q \right] \sum_{j=1}^5 J_{\tilde{R}_{ij}}(t) , \tag{48}
\]
\[
\bar{\sigma}_e(t) = \sum_q F_q(t) J_{\tilde{q}}^{(2)}(t) + \beta_0 J_{FD}^{(2)}(t) , \tag{49}
\]
where use was made of Eq. (4) [with \( \zeta_f = 0 \): In Eq. (48) are present the contributions from the internal interactions of the open system and the bath, and of the latter with the former; we can see that \( F_{\tilde{q}}(t) - \beta_0 = |k_B T_{\tilde{q}}(t)|^{-1} - |k_B T_0|^{-1} \), which is zero only when all \( T_{\tilde{q}} \) are equal to \( T_0 \), i.e. when final equilibrium has been attained (the one that follows asymptotically after the source is switched off, that is, for \( f_{\tilde{q}} = 0 \)). In Eq. (49) the first term on the right is the one due to the coupling of the open system and the source, and the second one accounts for the diffusion of heat from the bath to the reservoir (the latter has been assumed to be sufficiently rapid for keeping the thermal bath, which is receiving energy from the open system of polar vibrations, constantly in equilibrium with the reservoir at temperature \( T_0 \), as it has been constantly used in our analysis).

We omit the corresponding figures, and suffice it to say that \( \bar{\sigma}_i(t) \) is definite positive, and at the steady state \( \bar{\sigma}_e(t) = -\bar{\sigma}_i(t) \) as it should since the total \( \bar{\sigma}(t) \) is null. The positiveness of \( \bar{\sigma}_i(t) \) can be considered to be a manifestation of a kind of \( \mathcal{H} \)-theorem in MaxEnt-NESOM-based IST [25, 95]. Moreover, during their evolution in time the internal and external IST-entropy production for non-null values of \( \lambda \) (the nonlinear coupling strength) are, in modulus, \( \bar{\sigma}_i \) is positive but \( \bar{\sigma}_e \) is negative, larger than the one for \( \lambda = 0 \) (absence of the nonlinear coupling). However, the total \( \bar{\sigma}(t) = \bar{\sigma}_i(t) + \bar{\sigma}_e(t) \) is smaller for \( \lambda \neq 0 \) than for \( \lambda = 0 \), what is reflected in the fact that the informational entropy for finite \( \lambda \) is smaller than the one for \( \lambda = 0 \), what is seen in Fig. 21 [cf. Eq. (45)], thus, as noticed, showing the increase in information created by the onset of Fröhlich condensation.

Figure 21. The order parameter of Eq. (45) as a function of the strength of the nonlinear coupling.
We consider in continuation two additional important results in IST [25, 95], which are generalizations of those of Generalized Irreversible Thermodynamics [6, 10]. One is the criterion for evolution: the change in time of IST-entropy production can be separated out into two parts, namely

$$\frac{d}{dt} \sigma(t) = \frac{dF}{dt} \sigma(t) + \frac{dQ}{dt} \sigma(t) , \quad (50)$$

where

$$\frac{dF}{dt} \sigma(t) = \sum_q \frac{d}{dt} F_q(t) \frac{d}{dt} \nu_q(t) , \quad (51)$$

$$\frac{dQ}{dt} \sigma(t) = \sum_q F_q(t) \frac{d^2}{dt^2} \nu_q(t) , \quad (52)$$

that is, the change in time of the informational-entropy production due to the change in time of the Lagrange multipliers, and the other due to the change in time of the basic variables (the populations), and we recall that $dE_B/dt = 0$. After a simple calculation of Eq. (51) using Eq. (25) (with $f_q = 0$) we find that

$$\frac{dF}{dt} \sigma(t) = - \sum_q \frac{1}{\nu_q(t)} \left( \frac{d}{dt} \nu_q(t) \right) \frac{d^2}{dt^2} \nu_q(t) \leq 0 , \quad (53)$$

verifying for this system the generalization [25, 95] of Glansdorff-Prigogine’s thermodynamic (originally called universal) criterion of evolution. That is, along the trajectory of the macrostate of the system in the thermodynamic (or Gibbs) space of states, the quantity of the Eq. (51) is always non-negative, a quantity which in classical Onsagerian thermodynamics is the product of the change in time of the thermodynamic forces times the fluxes of matter and energy [6, 10, 95].

Finally, we look for the criterion for (in)stability, which requires the analysis of the quantity called the excess of entropy production. First we introduce the quantity

$$\frac{1}{2} \delta^2 \tilde{S}(t) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{qq'} \left[ \frac{\delta^2 \tilde{S}(t)}{\delta \nu_q(t) \delta \nu_{q'}(t)} \right] \nu_q(t) \nu_{q'}(t) , \quad (54)$$

where $\Delta \nu_q(t)$ represents the value of an imposed arbitrary deviation from the steady-state of the system ($\delta^2 \tilde{S}$ is the second functional differential of the IST entropy). A direct calculation tells us that

$$\frac{\delta^2 \tilde{S}(t)}{\delta \nu_q(t) \delta \nu_{q'}(t)} = - \frac{\delta_{qq'}}{\nu_q(t) \nu_{q'}(t) + 1} , \quad (55)$$

and consequently

$$\frac{1}{2} \delta^2 \tilde{S}(t) = - \frac{1}{2} \sum_q \frac{1}{\nu_q^2(t) \nu_q^2(t) + 1} |\Delta \nu_q(t)|^2 \leq 0 , \quad (56)$$

what is a manifestation of the convexity of the maximized informational entropy. Differentiation in time of Eq. (56) introduces the quantity called excess of entropy production function, namely

$$\delta^2 \tilde{\sigma}(t) = \frac{1}{2} \frac{d}{dt} \delta^2 \tilde{S}(t) = - \sum_q \frac{\Delta \nu_q(t)}{\nu_q(t)} \frac{d}{dt} \Delta \nu_q(t) \quad (57)$$

a quantity shown in Fig. 22, where we can see that it is non-negative, and therefore

$$\frac{1}{2} \delta^2 \tilde{S}(t) \delta^2 \tilde{\sigma}(t) \leq 0 \quad (58)$$

is always non-positive and then, according to Lyapunov theorem in linear stability analysis (see for example [6]) the macroscopic state of this system displaying Fröhlich effect, is always stable. This is a manifestation of the generalization in IST [25, 95] of Glansdorff-Prigogine’s (in)stability criterion [6, 10].

![Figure 22. The excess entropy production around the steady state.](image)

The stability of the macroscopic state of the system can be characterized in an alternative way, consisting in that — for the particular present case — it can be proved a generalization of Prigogine’s theorem of minimum entropy production, which ensures the stability of any thermodynamic system in the immediate neighborhood of the state of equilibrium, i. e. within a strictly linear (or Onsagerian) regime of classical irreversible thermodynamics where Onsager’s reciprocity relations are satisfied [6, 10]. The theorem proves that in Onsager’s strictly-linear regime and in the generalization to IST [25, 95], $\sigma_i \geq 0$ and $d\sigma_i/dt \leq 0$ in the immediate neighborhood of the steady state are always satisfied and ensure the stability of the macrostate. In the model we are presenting it can be verified that in any condition, that is, even far away from equilibrium and then in the nonlinear regime outside Onsager’s domain, the condition above is satisfied everywhere and then $\sigma_i$ plays the role of a thermodynamic potential whose minimum defines an attractor for the steady states of the system.
We recall that of the contributions $J^{(2)}_{i,j}$ in Eq. (4) the first two are purely responsible for relaxation processes (decay of energy from the polar system to the thermal bath through the anharmonic processes). The other contributions are responsible, as we have seen, for the transfer of energy between the modes lower in energy and those higher in energy (cf. in Eq. (6)). This is better visualized in Fig. 23, where $J^{(2)}_{i,j}$ [standing for the contributions of Eq. (5)] is exclusively responsible for dissipation, while the other contributions (proportional to $\lambda$ and responsible for the emergent of Fröhlich’s effect) produce only redistribution of energy among the modes: the lines with open circles, corresponding to the case with $\lambda = 0$ (i.e. absence of nonlinearities), and with triangles, for $\lambda = 1$, coincide. Moreover, for $q > 2.6 \times 10^9$ cm$^{-1}$ or $\omega > 8.7 \times 10^{12}$ Hz (cf. Fig. 3), the contributions of $J^{(2)}_{i,j}$ plus $J^{(1)}_{a}$, are, for $\lambda = 1$, positive, that is, they act as a source term, the one in fact responsible for the “feeding” of the modes in the Fröhlich condensate, resulting in the large increase of their populations.

Furthermore, we are dealing with a nonlinear dissipative system and to it applies other relevant results in Nonlinear Science [96]. As Nicolis and Daems noticed [97] the equations of evolution [Eqs. (4) with $\zeta = 0$] are nonlinear owing to the cooperativity inherent in the interactions. Moreover, the dissipative character of the set of equations is reflected in that when embedding the equations of evolution into the space of nonequilibrium thermodynamic states spawned by the set of variables of Eq. (1) (but omitting $a$ and $a^\dagger$) one has, on average, a contraction of a volume element each point of which follows the evolution laws. This very important property is shown to be equivalent in the case of Fröhlich condensation to

$$ \frac{1}{t-t_0} \int_{t_0}^{t} dt' \sum_{\tilde{q} \tilde{q}'} \frac{\partial}{\partial \tilde{q}' \tilde{q}} \sum_{j=1}^{5} J_{i,j}(t') < 0, \quad (59) $$

where the sum is the so-called divergence of the evolution operator of Eqs. (4)[96], and the contribution associated to $E_B$ is absent because the assumption that the thermal bath remains constantly in equilibrium; hence $\partial [dE_B/dt]/dE_B$ (the divergence of its evolution operator) is null.

We have that

$$ \frac{\partial}{\partial \tilde{q}} \sum_{j=1}^{5} J_{i,j}(t) = - \frac{1}{2} \tau^{-1} \tau_{i}^{-1}(t) - \frac{4\pi}{\hbar^2} \sum_{\tilde{q} \tilde{q}'} |V^{(2)}_{\tilde{q} \tilde{q}'}|^2 \left[1 + \nu_{\tilde{q}'}(t) + \nu_{\tilde{q}'}^{B} \right] \delta(\Omega_{\tilde{q} \tilde{q}'} + \omega_{\tilde{q}'} - \omega_{\tilde{q}}) $$

$$ + \frac{4\pi}{\hbar^2} \sum_{\tilde{q} \tilde{q}'} |V^{(2)}_{\tilde{q} \tilde{q}'}|^2 \left[\nu_{\tilde{q}'}(t) - \nu_{\tilde{q}'}^{B} \right] \delta(\Omega_{\tilde{q} \tilde{q}'} - \omega_{\tilde{q}'} + \omega_{\tilde{q}}) $$

$$ - \frac{4\pi}{\hbar^2} \sum_{\tilde{q} \tilde{q}'} |V^{(2)}_{\tilde{q} \tilde{q}'}|^2 \left[\nu_{\tilde{q}'}(t) - \nu_{\tilde{q}'}^{B} \right] \delta(\Omega_{\tilde{q} \tilde{q}'} - \omega_{\tilde{q}'} - \omega_{\tilde{q}}) \equiv D_{\tilde{q}}(t). \quad (60) $$

These quantities $D_{\tilde{q}}(t)$ are predominantly negative for any $t$ (they are shown in Fig. 24 for a particular value of the intensity) and then Eq. (59) is verified.

Let us consider the Lyapunov exponents, $\lambda_j$, of the dynamical system when it has achieved the steady state, that is the eigenvalues of the linearized evolution operator, which are given by Eq. (60) once $\nu_{\tilde{q}}$ is taken in the steady state. They are shown in Fig. 25 for a range of values of the intensity of the pumping source, once we use the results of Fig. 2. Inspection of this Fig. 25 tells us that the Lyapunov exponents are negative, what then ensures the stability of the solution for any value of the intensity, a point we have previously demonstrated through an alternative treatment. Other interesting point is that the modulus of the one corresponding to the mode labelled 1 (the one in Fröhlich condensate) is very small. This has the consequence that, since the population $\nu_1$ in the steady state can be shown to be proportional to the inverse of the modulus of $\lambda_1$, then it is the very large one corresponding to the mode in Fröhlich condensate. It can be noticed that the other quantities $\lambda_3$ and $\lambda_5$ also appear to be...
small, but whereas $\lambda_1$ approaches zero, the other two have values of hundred and thousand units since the scale is $10^4$.

Again there is a similarity with a Bose–Einstein condensation of bosons in equilibrium where the number of particles in the condensate increases in that case with decreasing temperature.

Moreover, Fig. 26 shows the sum of the Lyapunov exponents, namely the divergence of the supervector corresponding to the different contributions of the evolution operator [Cf. Eq. (69)], which is negative and increasing in modulus with the pumping intensity. This points to the fact that the trajectories are winding towards an attractor consisting in the Fröhlich–Bose–Einstein-like condensation. Hence, this indicates an increasing contraction of the elementary volumes in the space of thermodynamic states with increasing intensity of the pumping source. This is related to the interesting fact that the condensation becomes more and more effective, in the sense that the ratio, for each intensity, between the number of excitations in the condensate and the total number is increasing with $I$, what is shown in Fig. 27.

Figure 24. Quantities $D_q(t)$ of Eq. 60 for the set of modes of Fig. 2.

Figure 25. Lyapunov exponents in the steady state for the set of modes of Fig. 3.

Figure 26. Sum of Lyapunov exponents or divergence of the evolution operator in the steady state for the set of modes of Fig. 2.

Figure 27. Fraction of excitations in the steady state.
9 On Biowater and Bioelectret Roles in Microtubules

It has been said that water in nature has drawn artists for millennia, and both its flow and its serenity have borne deep meaning for philosophers. Thales — the sixth century BC Hellenistic philosopher — concluded that water is the ultimate substance, the principle, or element, of all things. Later on, the also Hellenistic philosopher, Empedocles proposed that the complexities of creation required four elements instead of one, and the liquid state took its place among them as the element water. Among earthly liquids, water is the most prevalent, covering more than 70 percent of the planetary surface, and it is by far the most important for the scientific consensus is that life arises because water is a prime natural medium for chemical reactions. Its mobile molecules act to diminish the electromagnetic forces that link atoms together, freeing the atoms to combine chemically with other free-floating atoms. According to present thinking, only a watery environment such the sea could have supported the chain of chemical reactions that formed such elaborated compounds as chlorophyll, DNA and hemoglobin, and the presence of water is essential for all the ongoing chemical processes of life [98].

There is no completely satisfactory theory of water, say, a master equation allowing to describe all its properties. Recently, as an alternative strategy, many investigators have turned to computer models to sum up the actions of all the molecules in a sample of water to arrive at their total effects. As already noticed above, water, with its characteristic angular structure, is an extraordinary substance for a variety of reasons, and, for example, its excellent properties as a solvent allowed for the possibility of life on Earth. To understand how water affects the structures of biological molecules, we must first appreciate the distinctive properties of water itself. These properties stem from the unique structure of water and the way its structure allows water to “manage” the electric charges of other molecules [99].

It can be recalled that, a single water molecule has an essentially tetrahedral geometry, with an oxygen atom at the center of the tetrahedron, hydrogen atoms at two of the four corners and clouds of negative charge at the other two corners. The clouds of negative charge result from the way in which the atomic structures of oxygen and hydrogen combine. The oxygen-hydrogen bond is roughly of 10^{−8} cm, and the angle close to 105 degrees. Moreover, it can be characterized three “types” of water in biological systems, namely: (1) ordered water that surrounds and strongly interacts with biological macromolecules; (2) bulk water beyond; (3) buried water that can be found within the biological macromolecules.

A single cell contains billions of water molecules, with all the space not occupied by the biological macromolecules being filled with water. Human cells are, in fact, mostly water, with the human body composed by roughly 60 percent of water by weight. The importance of water in living processes derives not only from its ability to form hydrogen bonds with other water molecules but also from its capacity to interact with various types of biological macromolecules. Because of its polar nature, water readily interacts with other polar and charged molecules, such as acids, salts, sugars, and the various regions of proteins and DNA.

On this, on the one side, the alpha helices found in most proteins (as in Fig. 1) can unfold in water because water molecules can replace the hydrogen bonds that normally hold the helix together. Water molecules make a bridge between an oxygen atom and a nitrogen-hydrogen group, which would normally bond in the folded helix. On the other hand, as has been noticed [99], water is integral to the structure of DNA. In the absence of water it appears that DNA is unstable because of repulsive forces between the negatively charged phosphate groups that make up the backbone of the DNA double helix causing the molecule to rapidly break up. The presence of water apparently stabilizes the double-helical structure by forming hydrogen bonds with the phosphate groups. Seemingly, water molecules are able to interact with nearly every part of DNA’s double helix, including the base pairs that constitute the genetic code.

Thus, it appears that water molecules can penetrate deeply into DNA’s double helical structure and stabilize it. However, in contrast, water is not able to penetrate deeply into the structures of proteins, whose hydrophobic regions are tucked on the inside into a close-fitting core. Accordingly, the relation water-protein is centered on the protein surface.

Now, what can be the role of “biowater” in microtubules? As noted in the Introduction there exists a layer (of roughly 3nm) of ordered water in contact with the tubulin molecules in the interior of the microtubules, and along the columns of tubulin dimers [26].

At present, in view of the previous discussion, we can only conjecture that, on the one side the layer of ordered water can give stability to the columns of tubulin dimers. On the other side it may provide an appropriate environment for acting on as “catalyst” for the emergence of Fröhlich’s effect. We recall that, as shown in the previous sections, it is fundamental for the quantum-coherent phenomenon of Fröhlich-Bose-Einstein condensation to follow the presence of a surrounding media, involved in the appearance of nonlinear quantum-kinetic equations as a sine qua non condition for such complex behavior to arise. Hence, if that is so, biowater would be basic for providing a medium in which quantum-coherent phenomena eventually associated to conscious processes in the brain — in Penrose’s sense — can emerge.

Another relevant point is the possibility of formation of a bioelectret state in Fröhlich’s condensate. Proteins are polymers of amino acids: the 20 natural amino acids divide themselves in hydrophilic and hydrophobic classes. Thus, in general, naturally occurring proteins contain dipolar residues, and can in principle be induced into the electret state. The electret effect has been found in many proteins, fibrous and globular, for example collagen and gelatin. Enzymes are also proteins, and important ones such as trypsin and urease exhibit the electret state.

Besides proteins there are other classes of important biopolymers for which the electret state has been found; it can be mentioned polysaccharides and polynucleotides. In
the case of DNA there is indications of the existence of polarization storage sources.

In the case of enzymes water hydrates the protein in a solid icelike phase, and this phase has different energy levels depending on the orientation of the water dipole, leading to an electret-like behavior. On this it may be noticed the question of whether there is a form of normal ice in which the molecular dipoles have a net orientation, that is, the debate about whether such “ferroelectric” ice exists [100].

The question is now if systems displaying Fröhlich’s effect can exhibit an electret state. If so it needs be analyzed the possible occurrence of ordered spatial states of dipoles resembling either ferroelectric, antiferroelectric, or helielectric states.

As we have seen in the previous sections the uniform in space Fröhlich’s condensate appears as a stable state. Instability towards the formation of the ordered charge-density state would be indicated if the quasi-chemical potential of the mode lowest in frequency acquires the value of this frequency (and then the population of the mode diverges as in the usual Bose-Einstein condensation). This indicates that if the lowest frequency is at the zone center would follow a ferroelectric-like order, and if it is at the zone boundary would follow an antiferroelectric-like ordering.

More complex electret states can arise, once the case has a certain similarity to the existence of steady state charge-density waves in an electron fluid, as discussed in [101], with a first bifurcation leading to the formation of the charge density wave followed by an ever increasing space organization leading to chaotic-like behavior (as in the case of chemical reactions [102]).

To analyze this question it is necessary to go outside of a thermodynamic description which is uniform in space, to a one that incorporates, besides the quantities of Eq. (1), nondiagonal quantities as *n*⃗q⃗Q = *a*⃗q⃗Q + *b*⃗q⃗Q, whose average values over the nonequilibrium ensemble formalism produce the basic variables for describing a nonlinear quantum generalized thermo-hydrodynamics. One needs to analyze the normal modes and look for the possible “freezing” of one or more of these modes corresponding to the formation of steady state charge-density waves, much in the way as done in [101]. It may be the case that higher order nonlinear terms would need be included, which can give rise to fourth-order terms in the polarization field. This study is in the making [103].

10 Conclusion Remarks

As it has been stressed in Section I, nowadays it is gaining ground the idea that Biology, Physics, Chemistry, Information Theory, and Complexity Theory need to joint forces to deal with questions as the origin of life and its evolution, the problem of a science of consciousness, and others in the life sciences.

Paul Davies [104] has maintained that solving the mystery of biogenesis is not just another problem on a long list of just-do scientific projects. Like the origin of the universe and the origin of consciousness, it represents something altogether deeper, because it tests the very foundations of our science and our worldview.

Also, “even though life is a physico-chemical phenomenon, its distinctiveness lies not in the strict physics and chemistry. The secret of life comes instead from its informational properties; a living organism is a complex information-processing system [emphasis is ours]. Hence, the ultimate problem of biogenesis is where biological information came from. Whatever remarkable the chemistry that may have occurred on the primeval earth or some other planet, life was sparked not by a molecular maelstrom as such but — somehow! — by the organization of information”, [104].

In what refers to the processes governing consciousness in the human brain, Roger Penrose seems to have argued along a similar direction, as have been noticed in previous sections, in a kind of, say, a large-scale quantum action in brain functioning [26]. According to him one may expect a kind of quantum coherence — we would say an organization of information —, in the sense that we must not look simply to the quantum effects of single particles, atoms, or even small molecules, but to the effects of quantum systems that retain their manifest nature at a much larger scale. We must look for something different as the appropriate type of controlling “mechanism” that might have relevance to actual conscious activity. Also, such processes must be the result of some reasonably large-scale quantum-coherent phenomenon, but coupled in such subtle way to macroscopic behavior, so that the system is able to take advantage of whatever is this particular physical process — as we have argued in the past sections involving a particular organization of information in Davies’ sense.

At this point we reproduce Penrose’s statement that, “Such a feat would be a remarkable one — almost an incredible one — for Nature to achieve by biological means. Yet I believe that the indications must be that she has done so, the main evidence coming from the fact of our own mentality. There is much to be understood about biological systems and how they achieve their magic”.

This question of large-scale quantum coherence and connection with macroscopic order has been, in some sense, partially anticipated by Herbert Fröhlich in his “The Connection between Macro- and Microphysics” [12], in relation with superconductivity and superfluidity. He pointed to the need to bridge the gap between the two levels introducing appropriate concepts, bringing together the completely systematic microscopic theory with the apparently somehow unsystematic macroscopic theory. Later on — or almost contemporaneously — Fröhlich further applied the ideas to the case of functioning of membranes, and giving rise to the idea of what we have called in previous sections of Fröhlich’s effect (also — not so correctly — referred to as a nonequilibrium Bose-Einstein-like condensation).

This phenomenon has been called upon by Roger Penrose and other people as possibly having a role in consciousness, in connection with its eventual presence in microtubules in neurons. The role of these microtubules in the cytoskeleton of neurons in that connection may be reinforced by the fact that in patients with Alzheimer decease in whom...
ceases the flow of ideas, emotions, and memories, the disease — at least in one of the theories held — may be the result of the disruption of the microtubules as a consequence of misshaps in the so-called tau molecules which hold the microtubules in shape (Fig. 28).

Assuming that the phenomenon could have such a role, we have here reviewed in general terms, but in a certain depth, Fröhlich’s effect. Such review has covered aspects of the phenomenon studied and discussed in terms of a, say, macro/micro-description, that is, in terms of a statistical thermo-mechanics for nonequilibrium systems. It is clearly evidenced the organization of information called for by Davies, and quite in accord with his statement that complexity and information can be illuminated by the subject of thermodynamics, a branch of science. In this case there is an answer for Davies query, already stated before, of where biological information comes from.

Also it makes contact with Davies’ statements that, of course, ‘organisms must comply with the laws of physics and chemistry, but these laws are only incidental to biology. Their main role is to permit an appropriate logical and informational system to come into being. Where chemical reactions are easy and thermodynamically favored, life will cheerfully make use of them, but if life needs to perform “unnatural” chemistry, it finds a way. The key step that was taken on the road to biogenesis was the transition from a state in which molecules slavishly follow mundane chemical pathways, to the one in which they organize themselves to forge their own pathways. Life opt out of the structures of chemistry by employing an information-control channel, freeing it to soar above the clodlike thunderings of atomic interactions and create a new, emergent world of autonomous agency’ [104].

As we have seen in the case of Fröhlich’s effect, there occurs the emergence of complex behavior of bosons, as a result of exploring nonlinearities in the kinetic equations of evolution. There is a kind of autocatalytic process leading to synergetic ordering, and as a consequence a decreasing in informational entropy (maybe, uncertainty of information), following the fact of the consolidation of a long-range coherent macrostate. We see here the working of the microphysics — through the equations of quantum mechanics — with a subtle coupling to macrophysics through the resulting nonlinear kinetic equations, which are the average of the former over the nonequilibrium ensemble describing the expected behavior of the whole assembly of degrees of freedom of the system.

As closing remarks, we can now recall the sentence of the great Ludwig Boltzmann: “Thus, the general struggle for life is neither a fight for basic material . . . nor for energy . . . but for entropy [we say now information] becoming available by the transition from the hot sun to the cold earth” [105].
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